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wealthy New York man alluded to, Is
judges and election shall be by writ-ten or printed ballots. (In the event
building a magnificent stucco bunga TAXES ARE
TREES
low on the crest of a hill and In the
of tbe failure or refusal of directors
to act as ljudges, any three residents
center of fourteen acres of land which
are to be transformed into grounds of
may act as Buch Judges.) Directors
BLEED
E
CITY
BUILD
shall certify result, to county super
The type of
great artistic beauty.
intendent: and the director or direct
residences being erected is generally
ors elected shall Die oath (admlnls
far superior to those being put up in
tered by director or directors
Their Sap Is Like Human Another Old Timer Who Albuquerque Journal Com this city and many are the property Percentage of Collection!
"Nearest Approach to Father Judges of
a
election, by notary public,
of wealthy easterners who, it la said
Saw the West In Early
Blood, Say Explorer
or by any other person qualified to
pliments Santa Fe on Its are attracted to Santa- Fe not only by Compares Favorably With ,
hood of God and Brother
with the county
administer oaths)
the climate and the scenery, but by
Scenic Drives
Sylvanut G. Morley
Days Is Dead
That of Last Year
hood of Man"
superintendent, before the first Mon
the splendid roads which may be
day In May. The term of office of di
found in every direction and the Hk
rector or directors elected Shall be TRIALS
OF ARCHAEOLOGISTS HAD THRILLING EXPERIENCES BUT IT'S ONLY A STARTER of which can he found nowhere around WORK OF GAME WARDEN GABLE
INCORPORATIONS
NEW
TWO
gin the first Monday in May.
Albuquerque. ' '
For formal notice of election see
Just as a pointer to you fellows,"
School Directors' Guide, p. 44,
Makes Attacked Three Times by Rob-ber- s Highway to Pecos and to Taos said one Santa
Life
Insect
Guatemala
in
Fe man yesterday New Mexico National Gusrd All
For certificate of election, oath of
Mr- - Clark Iustes Circular Letter
While Driving Stage
Will Open Up a World
Repose Difficult and
morning, "you want to get some roads
Over Territory in Fine
directors, form of ballot see School
On Election of School.
and get them quickly, or Santa Fe Is
Directors' Guide, pp. 44 and 45.
in New Mexico.
Dangerous.
of Wonders.
Trim.
Directors.
going to leave you in the lurch.
Yours very respectfully,
J. E. CLARK,
We
on
the
a
fair
have
start
A letter has been received by K. M.
having
Charles W. Dudrow, who was
Governor Mills has appointed Jose
(From Albuquerque Journal)
finest residence city in the Southwest
Governor Mills appointed Vallie Gar- - Territorial Superintendent Public la Chapman of the school of American
After reaching Bernalillo tbe road
stage driver of the early days, and as
Ortls
atructlon.
y Pino of Gallsteo, Santa Fe
and
I
our
believe
confidently
that
Huston of Vaughn, Guadalupe county.
G.
Morley,
Archaeology from S.
such went through many thrilling ex becomes fairly good, and after the
Barricade Removed.
good roads have done more to attract county, a notary public.
and Tbomat E. Blauvelt of Knowles,
who la now In Guatemala with a party
j
for
Is
crossed
who
at
and
Gallsteo
the
Algodoaes
many
years
periences,
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
Work of Gams Warden,
Eddy county, notaries public.
of scientists working on the site of has been a well known lumber dealer newly built Camlno Real, which darts men of means here than any other
of tbe Good Roads Commission went the
one factor.
Praise Constitution.
Every, tourist who visits
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
of Culrlgua. Mr. Mor ot this
ancient
across
In
4
city
o'clock
the
died
morn
this
country
tangents
at
great
se
and
forenoon
to
this
city
Agua Fria
here raves over the magnificent moun- Gable has
Governor Mills has received a letley writes;
completed statistics showHe was 62 form a splendid highway which needs tain
ing at his home here.
drives. The Sena drive you took ing number of fiah'planted
ter from a prominent educational In- cured the removal of the barricade
on the ruins Feb years of age. He bad been 111 some only travel and packing down to be
during the
work
"We
started
ad
but
the
across
La
the
road,
Bajada
Is only one ot a dozen as Imposing and year lfllO by the
stitution In the East commenting on
government fish car
After crosto be only
ruary 14 and have been at It Jus' four time with diabetes, but made a brave come an ideal speedway.
was 457,961. The number of fish purand
the
Scenic
the constitution for the' new state of justment is reported
beautiful,
Highway
We have removed all the fight against the disease. Yesterday sing tbe meBa from Algodones the de route
weeka.
New Mexico.
The writer says that
up the Santa Fe canyon is one chased and planted by tbe Kama war.
trees from the pyramids and mounds morning however, he felt tbe end was scent Is made steeply to the quaint
On Inspection Tour.
of the finest or perhaps finest ot the den In 1910 and 1911 wss 1,126,550
"the liberality shown In the formation
a few out approaching and he had a long talk old town of La Bajada, at the foot
one
and
tbe
northern
except
Instruction
of
Public
Superintendent
bunch.
Santa Fe has waked up, I tell and the number of quail cantured and
of tbe recent constitution promulgatlying groups not includede In the main with bis business manager, George M. ot the La Bajada hill, where one of
and it is significant that Albu- distributed was 1,891.
ed for the government, of the new J. E. Clark has gone to Las Vegas and
of road you,
most
remarkable
the
not
to
feats
are
area.
The
latter
his
affairs.
and
He
Klnsell,
to
temple
arranged
Mound
there
from
will
go
Wagon
querque and other cities have)
.Number of arrests made for viola
state of New Mexico, when she shall
quit
be cleared this year.
This work, spoke moat affectionately of his wife building In the Southwest Is encounto our 'slumbers' tions of the game laws from April 1,
have been admitted to the Union, Is and other places on an Inspection small as it
This Is a famous hill. In the referring caustically
sounds on paper, was con- and little son, who were at his bedside. tered.
Interested
Is
Clark
Mr.
tour.
keenly
To sum It all up, Santa Fe 1909, to March 20. 1911. was ninetv-up here.
the NEAREST APPROACH to the
e
. slderable because of the size - of the Beside them a brother, H. B. Dudrow old Santa Fe trail days a
has begun to grow Into a new city and three, of which eighty-si- x
were con
fatherhood of God and the brother In Improving the schools of New Mexl-on
of Longmont, Colorado, survives him. stage, so the legend runs, was dashed
trees
the
which
had
grown
pyra
ar0U8es
anlJ
ba
n
,he
eTeT
tr'l
we regard our good roads as one ot victed and fined, five acquitted, and
hood of man ever emenating from any I00
over the precipice by Indians. The
mids.
Tbe funeral arrangements;
Some measured eigh.' feet in
which
teachers
and
both
of
two
enthusiasm
trial
pu
our
most valuable assets."
pending.
source since the United States has
diameter and many were over ICO feet will be under the direction of Mulligan ruins of the old 'dobe stage station are
pils to do better work.
The balance in territorial treainrv
The Santa Fe people are deserving
Jeen a government."
They are sustained by enor and Rising, have not yet been an visible, and Mr, Hlckox, who is an old
Mr. Clark will attend the County high.
to credit of game protection fund
Two Incorporations,
timer and knows the old trail well, of s warm vote of thanks for the cor
association of, Curry coun- mous prop roots running in many nounced.
dial reception they accorded the visi March 1st, 1911, was $10,241.93. ,
Articles of Incorporation were filed Teachers'
pointed to a heap of crumbling earth
His Career.
31 and April 1 oases 75 to 100 feet from the tree
meets
March
which
ty
tors and every member of the local
In the territorial secretary's office by
Changes Name.
In the death of Mr. Dudrow, another where he many times In past years
They
Clovls. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, along the top ot the ground.
the Simple Oil Engine Company of at
A copy of the amendment to the arof the "Old timers" who saw the West stopped for rest and refreshment in party fully appreciate the heartiness
Mexico Normal look like great snakes.
New
of
the
president
of their greeting.
, New Mexico which has Its office at Alticles of Incorporation of the Bascom-Port"The telling of the trees was in as that country now is depicted on the a substantial building.
University, Is also expected to attend,
Colonel Sellers was busy, aa usual
buquerque and has named George L. An
company ot Las Cruces has
The Wonderful La Bajada Hill.
some instances rendered more diffi- stage, has passed away.
been
has
pre
program
Interesting
Norton Its statutory agent. The comThe La Bajada hill Is nothing else and talked to about every official and been filed with the territorial secrecult by their leaning toward some of
been
re
ot
have
and
It
copies
pared
pany Is Incorporated at $50,000 conthan . the precipitous edge of a black every other citizen in the capital In tary changing the name to the
the monuments.
This necessitated
ceived here.
sisting of 50,000 shares, half of which
company. It is a mercanlava mesa, which the old road soaled the slightest degree interested in the
their being roped and pulletkas they
Postmasters.
New
shall be preferred stock to pay not '
He talked to tile company.
were being cut so that they fell away
by rocky ways at a terrifying pitch. good roads movement
D. C, March 22. Dan
"
Washington,
r
less than seven per cent per annum.
The new road is a marvel of road good advantage everywhere and the
Goes to Las Vegas.
has been appointed post from instead of toward the mounmenta
The directors and share holder's are iel Hlgglns
Back and forth across the visit will go far towards getting the
building.
master at Cooney, Socorro county. J. which they would pulverize if they
General Brookes will go
Adjutant
V. W. Stone, who owns all of the pre
face of the beetling cliff is built a two cities closer together and gaining to Las Vegas to
Garrison bas received his appoint- ever hit.
inspect the New Mexferred stock and 24,998 shares of the ment as
new
enthusiasts
for
.
with
of
switchbacks
series
road
In
one
the
"The
of
Roose
every
first
propa- ico national guard there tomorrow
felling
postmaster at Leach,
step
common stock; G. L. Horton, one
curve
walls
ganda.
fortified
these
be
to
trees
by
that
has
an,d
retaining
velt county.
big
pulled
night. This is merely a routine inshare, Frank England, one share.
down is to send up a boy to tie a caparapets of lava rock, wide enough
Land Entries.
spection and does not mean that the
John H. English, Trinidad, and A. L.
automobile
careful
for
with
a
a
ble.
climbs
one
like
big
He
New Mexico militia is preparing to go
up
MAY CLOSE ALL
monkey by
!
The following were the land entries
Hobbs of Raton are also directors.
turn.
In
to
make
the
the
of
one
the
handling
or
of
the
gaujucas
climbing
at 'the local land office yesterday:
POSTOFFICES SUNDAY. to Old Mexico, Japan or China, alAnother company which filed Incor- Dallas L. Garland, William M. Gar vines.
caBe of the Thomas and Overland maThen the carlba who are the
though it Is said to be in good trim. A
chines on the trip, it was necessary It Cos
poration papers was The Gold Frog land, Estancia; William Paterson, Mo- - axmen par excel'ent build a scaffold
Ballinger $25,000 to , Defend United States army officer will Inspect
Mining-Millinto do a Utle backing at several of
'
'
Company which has riarty; Kenneth M. Nugent, Venus around the roots of the tree and cut
It next month.
Himself Against Wicked and
j.
its office in Silver City with Rufua C, Anthony Savute, Stanley; Wilson It about seven feet above the ground
the turns, but the light machines made
i Dishonest Men,
v
of
Collection
Taxes.
them easily. The road rises nearly a
Roman i Gon while a force of 20 natives are pul
Jackson, its agent. The company is Humphries. Progreso:
The taxes are being collected and.
thousand feet, and the top of the as
capitalized at $1,000,000, consisting of zales, Gonzales; Manuel
Juarras, ling steadily in the direction It is de
Washington, March ., 22.
Sunday the figures show they are up to the
1,000,000 shares at $1 each, although Guadalupe Martinez, Wagon Mound; sired to fell the tree.
cent Is more than a quarter of
A very pro
work In psstomoes
the
thronghout
the company begins business with but Alfred R, Hodges, Andrew J. Hodges, nounced lean may be overcome In this
mile laterally distant from the bot country la to be discontinued bo far figures of last year, or to be more accurate are Just a wee bit ahead of the
$5,000 capital stock equally divided Ora E. Hodges, Thomas Long, Anna way.
tom.
When one of the monsters falls
Standing at the top a man can as consistent with rapid transmission
percentage collected a year ago.
William A a Bhiver, literally, passes over the
toss a pebble and-- hit the road at a of the mall.
among the following shareholders and M. Goodner, Estancia;
to
not
proposed
"tllioctors: ' RufusC. iackion, of Sli Wlltse, Fred Myers, Stanley; Wayne ruins. It Is like the quivering of a
Traveling Auditor ' C. V. Saftord
dozen different levels. The grading is close Important postofflces entirely.
ver City; Milton Park, John- - V. C. Denson, Wlllard; Juan Samosa, To- big bowl of gelatine.
done so skillfully that the ascent Is Certain work to prevent congestion made a report which shows that the
C.
mes
Jose
C.
F. Freeman
Gabaldon, Tajlque;
and R.
Sabedra,
Hughes,
easy all along and tbe building of this and delay must be done. Mails will amount which should be realized unThe trees are of many kinds, ma
Jesus
road Is a triumph of engineering skill be received and despatched as here- der the 1908 levy for territorial purAyers, all 6f Dallas, Texas. The com- Felix Ullbarrl. Casa Grande;
chicle
rosewood,
salmwood,
hogany,
Mon-toyJose
Octavlano
Garcia,
50
Montoya,
years.
pany Is Incorporated for
which can hardly be equalled In the tofore and arrangements
will be poses amounts to $790,518.54 of
Charles W. Ouarow.
S. sapote, the sap of which gives the
' Land Entries,
y Luna, Tajlque; Margaret
made for a limited delivery through which 1690,182.85 has been collected
west.
chewable ingredient of chewing gum,
J.
Aztec;
Frank
Tilt,
Enclno;
Vernon,
the
were
land
the
entries
The following
general delivery windows. Spe and paid Into the treasury of the ter
bread-nu- t
The view from the top is magnifi
rubber, and a freak tree
cial delivery letters will be delivered ritory.
made at the local land office yester- Frank H. Willford, W'agon Mound; called
of
a
tremendous
Mr.
Dudrow
country
blood
sweep
cent;
or
the
tree.
passed
through
experi
palo jangre
Benand patrons of any office will be afVenccBlao
Grlego,
Santiago James R. Merrell, Mountainair;
day:
The amount which should be realiz
men have gone through with the Rio Grande far to the west
C. Wilson, Mcintosh; Harry. J. so named because when cut It bleeds. ences that few
forded the nrlvileere of havlne- - their
ed under the 1910 levy for territorial
Grlego, Albuquerque; Anastaclo Chav- jamin
this
In
a
Mon
drove
He
and
however,
lived.
Before
Is
hill,
The
thickcolor
reaching
the
and
stage
sap
exactly
mail
on
FIncke,
Morlarty.
delivered
P.
Oliver
Sundays
by
depos
es, Quemado;
Cox, Stanley;
purposes amounts to $590,128.83 of
ish consistency ot blood.
There are tana when the mercury dropped to 40 and between here and Alagodones,
iting the required fee for special de
Jamea R. Russell, Mcintosh; William
which $253,225.38 has been collected
many others of course, the names of degrees below zero, and when he owed, Bcenlc feature Is a deep cut through livery service.
Postmaster
General and has been remitted to
A. Wlltse, Stanley; Bonifacio Archu CHIEF MONTOUR'8 CHALLENGE
the territorwhich I do not know.
Now that the the saving of his hands from freezing a hill, the sides of which are almost Hitchcock today issued Instructions
18 PROMPTLY ACCEPTED,
leta. Wagon Mound, and Mrs. Gertrude
ial treasurer.
and some forty feet designed to
trees have been felled the hercula-nea- to the exercise of whipping the nearly perpendicular
effect
these
into
'
carry
Alamosa.
Marguez,
There Is Just a difference of one- task of getting these trunks off frozen horses. He drove a stage from high with a steep ascent on either Ideas and to afford employes of the
Farmer,
Roy Mabee, the Oklahoma
Election of Directors,
tenth per cent between the collections
the mounds is going forward.
This Pueblo to Santa Fe in 1872 and was aide.
III With Pneumonia
postal service one day's rest In seven.
Although
Public
Instruc
Superintendent of
up to the present time of the taxes cf
From the crest of La Bajada the
Is very slow as the mozos seem un- three times held up by robbers and es
Wires to Arrange Meet
i
Has Blood In His Eye.
tion J. E. Clark baa issued the follow1910 and 1909.
able to grasp the lever principle and caped each time without a
bullet road sweeps In long, straight lines
D.
22.
March
For
suWashington,
C,
to
school
county
ing circular letter
across the undulating mesa to Santa
The Table.
the use of crow bars.
However, the wound.
In reply to
mer
18.
afsaid
March
Secretary
this
Ballinger
Albuquerque,
perintendents:
The total collection of taxes for the
Born In Maryland.
Fe; and this Is the best part of the ternoon:
in east wing of the main group is about
shall Immediately return
I
the challenge Issued yesterday,
1.
Who may serve as school
Born in Frederick, Md., in 1849, Mr. route.
cleaned up and looks bully. The outto my home at Seattle and after se- years 1909 and 1910 based on the
which Chief Montour, the Delaware
amount of territorial tax remitted to
line of the stairway may be traced Dudrow was a Southerner, and his
tourists curing the necessary
the Albuquerque
When
rest, will active- the territorial
Any man or woman resident In the Indian, now in Hagersville, Canada, and the steps themselves are in some education and manners were Southern, reached
treasury up to March 1,
the summit of the hill they ly take up my professional work.
offered to take on any local wrestler,
district.
1911, was as follows:
Instances In position, though this un- His ancestry was of German descent found over forty Santa Fe citizens and
"The President 'has so fully ex
A resident is a person having a per- Roy Mabee, the "Oklahoma Farmer."
1909
Amount
Is the exception
Pet.
rather and were among the earliest pioneers their wives and daughters and lady
manent abode in a particular place, yesterday telegraphed to the Dela- fortunately
pressed his confidence In me in his
Bernalillo
I forsee that we will of Pennsylvania. At the age of 15 he friendB lined up on the top of the letter that I have
$ 51,284.33
94.1
ware accepting the challenge. Ma than the rule.
to add that I
and does not Include persons Bojourn-lnonly
Chaves
went to Missouri and drove cattle precipice, cheering and waving and go out of office
111
57,096.47 96.1
get in very little excavation this seafeeling that no man Colfax
temporarily In a place for a par- bee Is now will with pneumonia, but son
but it we can clear all of the from Kansas to Texas, developing honking a welcome to the visitors, could have been more loyally support, 64,424.20 97.7
be in condition to
ticular purpose, not Intending to con- believes he
19,470.85 85.8
tinue to. live there after such time or wrestle at no great date after he is mounds of all vegetation and sprinkle in that occupation the fearlessness while back of them In serried ranks ed than I have been by the President Curry
Dona Ana ..... ... 38,461.70 82.9
purpose is accomplished. . 71 Penna. permitted to get out of bed. . Chief thenu with a poison preparation of and hardihood which served him In were a dozen automobiles. The party at all times and be has my lasting af
32,858.50 91.S
Montour Is a middleweight champion, white arsenic and caustic soda Just be- his later career in the far West.
was headed by Superlntendant of Ter fection and my support In so far as Eddy
302.
Grant
50,095.31 912
2. What are the qualifications
of but now weighs 170 pounds, and will fore we leave we will feel satisfied
He lived for some time in Colorado ritorial Schools, J. E. Clark and Sup my feeble efforts may be of value.
Mabee at that with the first year's work.
voters at the election for school dlreo probably wrestle
"I give up my post without any re-- ,
J8.452.91 63.2
and Montana and in 1872 he came erintendent of the Santa Fe Indian
26,880.69 89.8
weight. Mabee was stricken with
tors?
"We will have felled all trees which to New Mexico. He entered the em School, Clinton J. Crandall, with their grets except that of parting with most Lincoln
last Sunday, Just as he could have damaged the monuments
have found consid- agreeable associations. In fact I am Luna
27,740.99 96.8
ploy of Barlow and Sanderson, the not Carter cars which
They shall be legal voters resident pneumonia
rib
In
a.
fracture4
the as happy to be free of the burdens McKinley
13,760.85 96.9
in the district, having1 paid the poll was recovering from
by falling and laid bare the mounds ed overlaAd stage line men, as express erable Vogue In Santa Fe.
witb
his
in
bout
sustained
he
Dr. Rolls and Messrs. of the office as I was reluctant to as Mora
.; 14,051.82 77.5
so that it will be possible to see what messenger.
tax for the current year. Legal vot- which
By 1880 he had decided crowd were
armonth
a
Deschler
Providing
ago.
Otero
29,429.03 94.3
the outline of the city consisted of. to give up travel and he opened a lum Walker and Owen, also with Carters; sume them.
ers are citizens of the United States,
',
are mado for the bout bethe New
M.
26,992.71 83.2
21 years or more of age, who have rangements
Cutting,
The department In all Its bureaus Is Quay
"Moreover, excavation on any scale ber and coal yard at Cerrlllos.
He Bronson
Aland
Chief
Mabee
tween
Montour,
a
with
Steph- In a better state of
millionaire
In
lived in the precinct one month;
11.747.63, 76.5
would be difficult this year because of was twice elected sheriff but declined York
effective organiza- Rio Arriba
some
real
see
will
fans
a
March
John
buquerque
car;
16,773.31 92.9
the county three months; In the tertion than ever In Its history, In which Roosevelt .
In the ground. to serve. He was elected county commen being first' class the tangle of roots
both
Closson
Charles
wrestling,
8,392.73 62.7
take pride, and wish to accord to the Sandoval ,,
Next year they will have become suffi missioner and served two terms in with a Hupmoblie,
ritory six months.
business!'
with an E. M. F. machine, and others. chiefs and other officers a full meas- San Juan .
3.
of performers In the mat
What are the qualifications
13,853.14 89.4
ciently rotted bo that we can cut days that were strenuous and was a
met
tbe
Lozler
a
in
Catron
Charles
big
voters at an election to determine as
ure of Just commendation for their San Miguel
45,513.24 84.3
them out with a spade.
The ground member of the city council.
WOOL BU8INES8 IS
reached Santa Fe. energy, loyalty and devotion to the Santa Fe .
to a special levy?
27,671.19 83.7
Mr. Dudrow was an Elk and also a party before they
is so water-soakethe year around
BADLY
AFFECTED.
enthuALREADY
and
a
such
be
shall
The
fact
that
large
Their assistance and Sierra
legal (see foregoing
They
public service.
17,645.46 95.1
member of the Fraternal Union of
that this is quite Impossible.
made
Fe
of
Santa
voters
dispeople
resident
crowd
in
tbe
siastic
been"
Socorro
has
,
answer)
of great grati
24,888.43 73.7
America.
Fighting Mosquitoes.
r
to
welcome
Boston, March 21. Very little busi
run
mile
twenty-foufication
me.
trict,
the
to
Taos
8,113.83 88.8
For years he has conducted here a
"Well, I have outlined the nature of
some Idea
In the matter ness Is being done locally In either
4. , How proceed
"The great burden of departmental Torrance
10,846.63 80.3
too hot coal, lumber and dray business, and the Albuquerqueaus gives
not
Is
the
weather
the
work;
while
the
domestio or foreign wools,
of eleeting school directors?
of the deep interest taken by Santa Fe work added to the strain of contend- - Union
26,825.08 85.0
not affect prices except in the sun and we can almost he owns a large saw mill on the headUpon creation of a new district the strength abroad does
17,011.82 74.9
waters of the Arroyo Hondo. He waB in the completion of a good automo ng against assaults from wicked and Valencia
work
near
find
at
the
shade
50
always
at
sells
territorial
Good
and dishonest men has seriously injured
county superintendent shall appoint here.
progressive citizen, bile road between the two cities,
The chief discomfort is the a public-spiritethree directors to serve until the next cents on the scoured basiB. while hand.
a staunch, Republican, a keen busi- closer business and social relations my health and the cost of my defence
Totals $090,182.86 87.3
to
It
Is
unsafe
insect
be
fleece
can
three-eight- s
blood
absolutely
Ohio
life;
regular election. On the second Monnumber of his between the capital and the metropo- has not been less than $25,000 leav1910.
Amount Pet.
on anything unless you are nessman and the
a
sit
down
show
28.
The
for
buyers
bought
Bhall
day of March, directors serving
lis of the new state.
ing me a poor man.
46.S
Bernalillo
$ 19,100.72
to take the consequences In friends is a host.
of
the
the
to
await
prepared
opening
to
held
disposition
of
be
an
notices
election
post
It Is my purpose to prosecute the Cl.aves
There are now about forty cars In
21,172.28 45.9
on the first Monday In April by quali- extra session of congress and wlttt the shape of bites from ants, ticks,
who have been fol-- , Colfax
Santa Fe and some one Is buying a
50.3
20,812:55
fied voters residing and paying poll full bins of local dealers are paying fleas, white flies, gnats and so forth. PIONEER RAILROAD
or so. Santa lowing me with (he assassin's knife. Curry
7,766.15 39.5
which though hot
PROMOTER IS DEAD new machine every day
tax In the district, for three directors. very little attention to the new clip. We wear head-netFe has magnificent roads In every di- The country shall know fully the In- Dona Ana
14,453.61 41.1
And gloves,
Boston, March 21. Nathanial ThayIn case more than one director is to New Arizona wools are being offered and Btuffy, protect us.
rection and the "Sena drive," over justice of the attacks upon me."
11.GC2.76
41.9
Eddy
be voted for, each voter shall vote for at 60 cents on the scoured basis. Pull though hot and stlciy, protect our er, one of the pioneer railroad prot hands.
Grant
22,888.91 54.4
moters of the United States, died at which the visitors were taken yesterEither this or campho-phen-lqua candidate for each vacancy to be ed wool is also dull.
DEMOCRATIC
AT
CAUCUS
Is one of the finest
0.55S.07 S8.9
Quadnlupe , . .
the strong odor of which keeps his home In this city today. He was day morning,
filled, indicating opposite each name
ALBANY THIS AFTERNOON.
In America, so conLincoln
8,881.34 39.9
That I think Is our the director of many big corporations things of its kind
the Insects off.
the term of office; one for three years, STOLE TO KEEP WIFE
noisseurs say. It Is about seven miles
FROM STARVATION. most
Yuna
11,037.92 50.0
one for two years, and one for one
unpleasant feature, though whenWithdraw McKinley .....
Probably
Fort Collins, Colo., March IS. "It ever a mosquito gets me I have a augurated and he will make a big In length, following the high ridges Sheehan Will
5.630.55 4 9.
year; and at each succeeding election,
Fe
Leaving Way Open to ComproMora
one director shall be elected for term was a case of steal or starve," said twinge ot feeling that he may have time for the "gente."
var- nf the foothills north of Santa
6,438.20 38.3
Already
mise
Jemez
Candidate.
Charles Rowo when placed on the witOtero
9 062.95 40.9
of three years.
have range on one side and the
me a hypodermic Injection of ied bands and commandantes
with the beauPotter's given
Vacancies are to be filled by county ness stand in Magistrate
31.9
Quay
here for the oapital. range far to the west,
malaria,
through
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N.
22.
Y.,
March
A
out
Albany,
a
confer
in
dozen
until next regular court on a charge of taking
Rio Arriba , , .
4,S5S.54 26.3
superintendent
"We gather from files of two weeks tiful Tesuque valley spread
Nusbaum is Chaffeur,
ence
of
the
Democratic
Almembers
of
toward
a
henhouse.
neighbor's
election when said vacancies shall be chickens from
3.221.S3 34.9
......
Our house Is Just two miles from old newspapers, that the revolution plain view and a prospect
legislature will be held this after- San Juan
filled by the election of a director to "I'm guilty; all right, but I had to the ruins, the banana railroad, how in Honduras is about over. That will buquerque limited only by the formid- noon
6.SS7.1S 44.1
....
on
the
and
senatorial
situation
on
which
small
mountains.
or
eat
potatoes
of the Sandia
fill out the unexpired term.
In the steal
15.763.03 38.9
ever, runs from our front door right probably enable us to get over there able bulk
to fix the date for a second caucus, San Miguel
event ot a tie In an election for school we have been living all winter." When down to the ruins and since our gas- before we
Good Roads Bring Good People.
9,213.83 43.1
which probably'will
go home.
held Monday Santa Fe
be
on
his
did
continue
not
he
asked
no
Is
why
election and
director, there
5,091.00 38.1
The Albuquerque people were amaz- night. It is generally understood; that Sierra ...
oline railroad oar arrived, It has made
"Mr. Chapman stated today that
Mrs.
Rows
interposed
as
potato fare,
county superintendent will aproint
of Mr. Sheehan Is to
9,890.72 40.3
the trip very easily, it holds four
Edgar L. Hewett In charge of ed at the building boom and era
withdraw, which Socorro .
with the assertion: "l asked him to
In Oilier cases of vacancies.
3,564.88 47.5
Of course In the the expedition will likely return here development which has struck Santa will leave the way clear for the selec-ti- Taos ....
comfortably,
The election shall be1 held on the do It. I couldn't eat potatoes any quite
Torrance
3,506.30 23.2
not a compromise candidate.
Handsome, rubstantiul and artisRowe has been unable to running ot this car Jesse Nusbaum is by May, and that other members of Fe.
tbe longer."
first Monday In April, between
9,899.62 41.5
Union
Deadlook at Denver.
in his element.
the party will not come back until tic new residences are going up everyhours of eight a.'m, and five p. m., find work and the fact that his wife quite
6,556.14 43.5
Dr. Hewett will where and hundreds ot thousands of
Denver, Colo., March 22. There Valencia
some weeks later.
Festive Week.
at the public school house or other 1b soon to become a mother bas preweek 1b a festive week, the so direct to New York some time in dollars are being spent on fine homes was no election In today's senatorial
convenient place specified In notice. vented him from moving to another "This
Total $253,225.38 42.9
Cutting, the ballot.
president of the republic Is to be in- - April and come to Santa Fe In May. at the capital this year,
The directors serving shall act as locality.
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PAGE TWO

Have
"dry farming" to the plains?
The Investiga
they been successful?
tor can get all kinds of testimony on
this point but when the wheat Is taken
to shout
from the chaff, it amounts
this: Where common sense and diligence have been applied with sufficient capital to do the work right, the
farmer has been able to raise average
yields of average crops on an annual
rainfall of twenty Inches. True, there
come years when this rainfall falls below the average, or is not distributed
Then,
evenly through the months.
unless great precautions have been
taken, the crops suffer.
"One of the difficulties encountered
west of
by the average homesteader
the 100th meridian, arises from a lack
of horse power, or money to secure it
The land must be well plowed and
continuously tilled In order to absorb
and retain the moiBture.
"It will take time for the settler
from the middle states to adapt himself and his methods of farming to
the conditions of the plains country.
New farming machinery will have to
be invented and proved, crops that
flourish under a minimum of rainfall
Tbe
will have to be introduced.

ASSESSMENT SEASON IS HERE.
The assessment season comes aimultaneously with Spring, and tangible
as well as Intangible property takes
Its burrow as the ground ihog on
Candlemas Day. In some places, like
Santa Fe, property Is more successful
In dodging the assessor than it is at
places like Alamogordo, Silver City,
Rosweil, and even Raton, Las Vegas
and Albuquerque, for the assessment
of each of those places exceeds a
million dollars, and in several Instances, soverai million dollars, while
Santa Fe's assessment does not reach
three quarter mlllon dollars. No man
wants to pay more taxes than he, is
absolutely compelled to pay, no matter how feverish a patriot he may be
Nor does Santa Fe as a
otherwise.
community, want to pay more taxes in
proportion than do other bailiwicks.
It is also well established that an
assessment at par value, under the
present tax rate In the cities of New
Mexico, would be equal to confiscation
for any tax rate that equals the current Interest rate, is tonfiscatory in
its effect, if It is levied on a market
value assessment
But whatever the rate of assess- -
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,

IT WOULD PAY.
I
OF FREE TRADE.
yegtoraay threo automolile) parties
"Have you noticed any rednotion in
eom.
the price of shoes, since he
were in
pttratlvely long distance,
off
taken
been
Santa Fe. Something like fifty
ask. in an
partle, and
a
It
on
page.
another
aueNcarrled away with them such pleasant
today
tion that should he t)hrnutnirupn.
recollections of fianta Fe that they
take,
Democrats who are
will uige others to visit this old city,
the duty from wool and who expect
something more is done to
aid and comfort In that movement providing
make the roads passable. Imagine
Is
Those
side.
RaDublican
from the
of visitors that
- the large number
Santa Fe who heard Dr. F. H. H. Rob- would make this city a Mecca if the
;
nntlial
from
telling
erl. last evening
peco
observation and .tudy on the ground.
from
FOLLY

ROOSEVELT 18 RIGHT.
Roosevelt with his
usual decisiveness has taken tha position that Arlsona'. constitution,
as
long as It does not violate tbe constitution of the United States, is its
owtt affair , and he might have added,
that If perchanoe. It contain, a clause
that doe. violate the United State,
constitution, It would not .tand for
one minute In the court.. It 1. the
truly American and patriotic position
and any legal quibbling will not
The New Mexican hopes
change It
that President Taft takes the ame
view and In his u.ual broad-minde- d
way of looking at things, will not take
the position of tbe narrow-minde- d
Jurist who Is looking for mere technicalities to bolster up a decision that
1. contrary to Justice and tbe spirit of
American Institutions.
The New
Mexican, like Theodore Roosevelt, believes that Arizona was very foolish
In its constitution
to embody
the
things that are obnoxlou. to President Taft and to Congress, but it is
Arizona tbat will have to manage under that constitution and no one else.
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An Associated Press telegram
yesterday told of the
B8lBTM
great re0Cng i Ireland on St. Pat-ti, Day because of the nearness of
"Home Rule," for which Ireland has
itruggIed , long wlta ,UCh pathos
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING!
New
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.nd heai.t
)tl struggle for statehood,
esDeclallr. should have a kindred
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
feeling for the Irish 'n their desire for
Editor and President.
Mexico
New
home rule, although
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
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British inflicted on the hapless island.
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bian:
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"The British liberal ministry Is
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The other news item was that home- day,
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steaders are returning in droves to Germany time Is found for elementary
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a hiith degree of capillarity
covering the frequent acequlas so the first time In the Grand Valley
aver-- richest men in Denver showed a to- - sun and the wind are utilized, coal
OF ADVERTISING.
that will take In and retain moisture. Bhould not be forgotten that the
that they may be crossed at all time. three years ago. Last year was the
will stop altogether, but lor PECULIARITY
snoi
one
a
Is
lair
mining
very.
certain
ricn
and
American
boy
age
0j
tai
$i2o,670,
The problem is then simplicity Itself;
One of the peculiarities of the po with ease. Another problem will be first time that their practicability
the present New Mexico will continue
assessment
of
of
a
minimum
a
total
training
returned
man
with
and
rainfall
of
to
inches
(which
maintain a
Before
illusgiven twenty
crossing over was effectively demonstrated.
s
as to furnish three and more millions of tency ofIn advertising was vividly this the treacherouspermanent
Fortu- that period an effort had been made to
Rio Grande.
is ample), how to keep it In the soil would quickly become an excellent $94,300
New Mexican office
the
trated
and
for
each year
tons
of
coal
power
In
this
fair
a
millionaires.
knowledge
as
With
much
can
be
done
twenty
This
at
season
sharpshooter.
Induce
the
the
a
Gallsteo Is
thl.
the orange grower, of Califor
crop.
ready for
forenoon. Yesterday, the column, of nately
an sge when he item alone, the city lost an assessed for heating purposes, and the enorby thorough plowing and cultivation. of tactics acquired at
the paper gave a small, obscure no dry bed of sand which can be crossed nia to experlmnet with orchard heatido- mous supply now available will be
would
he
more
$1,500,000.
than
and
of
to
learns
rapidly,
yaluatlon
condition
but
when
washed
easily
in
be
must
a
H.
The ground
easily,
by frequent ng, using ordinary lard palls and
to tbe effect that Delegate W.
before the day tice
ten Compare this condition to the throng vlBlbly diminished
absorb tbe rain when it falls and then velop Into an excellent soldier
Andrews bad sent the New Mexican floods In the rainy season it will be crude oil, which was obtainable in the
.1 .... . I ....
,Va nlrf.iull HUMHSn years later, if necessity required his 0 laboring people, filing protests witn when coal will have become a useless garden seed for distribution.
Tbl. a different proposition. It Is proba- refineries near at a trifling expense.
As services, in a very short time. There the county assessor and praying to be product.
to prevent It from evaporating.
forenoon, the office was stormed by ble tbat when the money becomes The orange grower, were not only
Mr. Campbell, originator of the Camp- are many things In our modern school relieved In part from excessive assesseager men and women who came for available a permanent bridge may be skeptical but also were reluctant to
The census figures for the farms packages of seed. By 8:30 a. m., an built across this stream."
curriculum for which military training ment on a ljandful- of cheap plunder
bell system, told the writer:
admit that there was any danger
not
ot Kansas made public today are
with very great called household furniture.
entire sack had been distributed and
from frost.
"'It does not matter whether you might be substituted
Finding no market for
,
of
what two more sacks were brought from
In cities of sumcient size,
The Raton Dajly Range declares the palls which, he had maunfactured
,.jn ylew ot theae condition, is It only a wonderful revelation
catch the rainfall and Impound It In advantage.
of
but"
what
tbe postofflce, and had been well dis- that it has not given up the fight for for the
a reservoir to be distributed over the the instructor could be a regular army any wonder that the golden statue on ha. been done in Kansas
purpose, a California grower
,,
at the special session. thought he might work them off ,on
Court house 1. possible In New Mexico. It is with tributed by this afternoon. But here statehood
dnm1
land when needed, rr catch it In the man: in the small towns and country th
now living, comes the peculiar parti One-haof Neither ha. the New Mexican, but the
soil 'and keep it there to be used by districts, the training would oe less ghould drop ner nan(i holding the bal in the memory of men
orchardist. ot the Grand Valley.
was regarded as part of those who called are not subscribers the New Mexican ha. been fair The
efficient .both througn lnienordnsirucithe plant when needed.'
anceg of equity and Justice, when un that Kansas
manager of a Fruit Growers' A.- and it is to the paper but had heard of the free enough to its readers not to awaken soclation
which
' "Those who know the western counion and lack of enthusiasm
rtp,ne.th that dome we are exacting the great Western Desert, when
agreed to help him when he
'
Kan
distribution
seed
who
decades
ago
through people
The likelihood of arrived In tha vq.Iav hut
any falro hopes.
try know that the Buffalo grass of the comes only from massed forces, yet and couecting tribute from whom trib-muc- h not so many
unma
fewer
and
an
even
are
inhabitants
in otner worag,
suoscrioer..
could be accomplished
specific statehood legislation at the were not at all enthusiastic.
ute jB not due. Whero poverty Is made sas had fewer
plains sheds water like a thatched
HowMexico
New
advertisement
in
Mexican
tbe
.New
than
cultivation
special session is very remote, espe- ever, rather than ship them back, the
roof. The rainfall that has been fall- there."
to pay while vested privileges es acres in
who
or than it had at that time, does not only reach the
when it 19 considered that the pots were offered for - tie more
cially,
ing there for ages has run off Into the
cape and where perjury is freely com has today value of Kansas farms is read the paper but those people
than
In thl. tecToday, the
passage of a mere affirmatory resolu the freight, and as the Weather Bu- The New Mexican has It from au mitted and silently protected?'
gullies and streams down to the rivers
approaching the two billion dollar tion who do not read it, and that In tion will not be sufficient, but It will reau happened to send out
That Is one thoritative source that there is no
of the great basins.
a frost
an astonishingly short time. Nor 1. it
take the passage of a definite act ad warning at that auspicious moment,
lives and ten million mark and the buildings alone on these
reason why the country has been semi-arid- . disposition at Washington to pasB any
Twenty-on- e
much only those who read English but also
New Mexico forthwith,
In its native state It has not special legislation to admit New Mex donarB is the price of the Roosevelt farms are worth four times as
and
mitting
some
of
the
more
progressive growof those who speak only Spanish, who which the President will have to
been able to retain the moisture that Ico during the special session. The dam and irrigation work, which were as the entire taxable assessment
sign ers agreed to experiment with the
An area of more than find out what is printed In the col- or veto. The New Mexican
New Mexico.
leader, have made up their mind to fonnally
has been given to it.
that
hopes
by
pots.
The
result
was
umns
of
that they saved
the home paper. In other
million acre. Is producing
New Mexico will squeeze in with Ari- almost their entire
A quarter million forty-thre- e
"There is a popular idea that rain- have New Mexico come In without Roogeveit today.
crop, while others
times tho ex words, the quickest and most certain zona
nex
or
This Is true further legislation at the end of the
month
in
the
fall follows the plow.
under
irrigation will be the crops or aimost eighty
during
In
the
loBt
to
method
all
the
valley
of
reach
everything.
people of
d
Con
by irriga
The rain- first session of the
at
May, out from the information
only to a limited extent.
result. Stupendous 1. the work ac- tent of the land cultivated
The value or a community lg to advertise.
fall of a country while variable is, gress, which will adjourn earlier than complished and far reaching will be tion In New Mexico.
A DASTARDLY
hand, there can be no more at this
OUTRAGE,
Kansas is equal
on account of the national
time than a mere hope.
for It reclaims not only farm Implements In
during a series of years, a constant cuBtomary
The United Mine Workers have
The return trip to Santa Fe of AlIn May its influence,
of
But an Increase of moist- campaign in 1912. This will be
but the lessons to that of the Votal assessed value
of
quantity.
fertility
an
empire
been
a
to
for
In
stench
buquerque autoist. scheduled
ure In a given Bection does follow tbe or at the latest, June, 191Z. Tnat learned will result In establishing one this commonwealth.
The New Mexican congratulates the tion for a numberthe nostrils of the naof yearB. If reports
day, should- be the opening of an era authorities of East Las
will permit New Mexico to elect its
In the Southwest
Vegas on their have been
another
plow, Just as frostB disappear before
after
oasis
of
be
and
good
time
feeling
true,
are In the same
officers and U. S. Senator, in
The Associated Press dispatches to- tween the two cities.
tne advance of cultivation.
these oases will merge
vigorous effort to stamp out tbe house clas. as were thethey
and
eventually
NoIn
Albuquerque
election
for the Presidential
Molly Magulres In
"The traveler through the west
until the fertility of day forecast that President Taft will and Santa Fe although almost a hun of ill repute within the municipal lim their
each
other
Into
elec
cast
One
to
four
time,
and
need but refer to the
A town that . clean morally will
will be ask the special session of Congress dred miles
sees but few running streams. There vember, 1912,
for the
of Presi New Mexico and Arizona
apart are neighbor, and its.
toral
Steunen,berg murder and the Couer d'
as re- - to confine Itself closely to reciprocity have many Interests In common. The attract a higher grade of citizenship Alene
are the water courses, but the sand dent vote,
The New Mexican is not Productive of as great wealth
and
Tatt
Cripple Creek outrages, or
with Canada and not to attempt any
but the
In their winding beds 1b dry except at at
of the fine highway over than the town that 1b "wide-openassassination of mine superinliberty to disclose tha source of its suited In ancient uay. irou.
The Democratic completion
Then each
.u other legislation.
times of great rainfall.
La Bajada hill from the Duke City, even If it did not the health and the tendents and owners In
uym
information, but 1b privileged to an- - in the valleys 01 w
Colorado,
is a leaders of the House and the Republi- and the general adoption of the auto- morals of future generations demand which
creek becomes a swift moving rush of nounce
have been blamed upon memit, so that no unnecessary air Tigris and of the Nile. Today
leaders of the Senate are in ac- mobile as a meuns of
will that vice and crime shall not be tol- bers of the
dirty water, which often appears un- caBtles are built, or energy lost, in red letter day In the history of tbe can
locomotion,
gento
take
The latest
up
cord with the idea not
announced and is as soon gone Here chasing after or expecting an event Southwest.
by seems to be organization.
result in considerable traffic between erated; much less encouraged,
a cowardly and clumsy ateral legislation at the special session, the two
the beginning of our water systems; that 1b very unlikely to. happen.
which will be benefi- governmental authorities!
cities,
to
sevruin
tempt
to
the
revise
want
but the Democrats
reputation of Judge
here, under the eaves of the great
That New Mexico has a maniioia eral schedules of the tariff and insist cial to both. If, in addition, the
Whltford of Colorado, who had the
It 1b proof of the ravages of conScenic Highway to the Pecos Is commountain ranges, originate the deThe demand' of Uncle Sam's high wealth of natural resources, Is graphto
send
Canada
to
with
Jail for contenmt
temerity
besides
that
reciprocity
structive floods that year a'ter year privates that Pullman cars must be lcally Illustrated by a news Item
pleted this summer, as the Good sumption that one of every five polithey will vote for free wool. If pos- RoadB Commission has promised, San cy holders of a big Insurance com- a score of men who refused to obey
Reclamation
of
the
Reed
M.
la
for
their
at
W.
disposal
that
travel,
placed
tne injunction of the court not to inwill also put cotton and
When
those not so much characteristic of the Unit- - Service, has put upon his desk a sible they
ta Fe will have annexed- every one pany dies of tuberculosis. This 1b the terfere
and the Mississippi.
with other miners who exer- Iron and steel on the free list. All
Is worth while In theDuke City more significant when It is rememberwho
floods are forestalled by tho absorp- ed States army as It is of the age and model of the proposed Elephant Butte this Is
clsed their personal right to work for
Interesting, especially to New
tion of the rain by the acres on which the luxuries to which it Is accustomed, dam made from cement manufactured Mexico and Arizona, whose chances and should be willing to compensate ed tbat the holders of life Insurance whom
they pleased on what torms
onlv see thone It is enough to make any Mexican at the dam site, both the cement rock
1, folia va nhnll not
that acquisition by being punctual In policies are .elected risks and that
of drawing attention during the spethey pleased. If the testimony that Is
returning all calls and working with generally applicants whose parents
Buffalo graBS plains covered with War veteran laugh.
and the Band being taken from that cial session are very slim Indeed.
have tuberculosis or who show any being offered this week before the
Albuquerque for the common good.
waving grain, but where now appear
locality, even the coal used In burnlegislative committee at Denver, Colo.,
taint of the disease are rejected.
prohl- the arroyos, dry and baro, we shall Judging from El Paso papers, it Is Inir the cement being rained near Texas will vote on state-wid- e
1. true and it has the stamp of' truth,'
The Mayor of Rosweil hat issued
a dull day that does not see a dozen where the dam 1. being built
It 1b bltlon three months hence. What an
eee tree-line- d
running brooks.
A man died in Rosweil from drink- then the officers of the organization j
How "bloody" battles fought between the great things that capital could and emigration of colonel, there will be a proclamation for a clean-u- p day on
"So much for the theory.
Ing too much soda water .and thus the have been again caught In a most de- about the practice? How about the lnsurrecto. and the federals. Surely, eventually will accomplish in the do-- should Texa. go dry and It Is har- - mnrcn ol. A still better Idea would Prohibition
iiibbuib outrage anu tney should be
cause 1. ueaii anotner
to train citlzent to regard every
experlence of those who have crossed there never was another war quite velopment ot a country commanding rowing to Imagine what will happen be
brought to Justice without delay,
staggering blow.
day.
day as clean-uto EI Paso In such a contingency.
such various resources.
the dead line and applied the theory of like It
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were Identical with several signs similarly used in Masonry. The Indian
could tell him nothing of their origin
or how long they had been In use.

CITY

FOR
OPPORTUNITIES
MILITARY INSTITUTE CADETS.

Dr. E. McQueen Gray Givet
Details of Course Offered
by University

Four or Five of Them May Receive
Appointments to the Philippine
Constabulary,

i

DICK

EAGLE

COMES

BACH

Cherokee, Who Killed Laguna
Indian, To Serve Three
More Years.

Roswell, N. M., March 20 Colonel
Frank Mclntyre, Assistant to Chief of
Bureau of Insular Affairs, War De
partment has written to Colonel Will-sosuperintendent of the New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell, requesting blm to recommend several
graduates ot the Military Institute
in the
for positions as lieutenant
Colonel
PhillDDlne
Constabulary.
states in his letter that ap- nroxlmatelr thirty young men are to
be appointed and sent to the Islands
In August, this year.
There are at present two graduates
of the New Mexico Military Institute
serving as officers in the Philippine
George Read,
Constabulary.
left the Institute some six years ago
to accept a position in the Constabulary, now holds the rank of captain
and la dellahted with his work. Also,
Louis Morse, who has held a commis
sion for some three years, has the
rank of lieutenant and Is making good
in the service.
The War Department 1 especially
anxiouB to have young men tor tnese
positions who have been trained In
military schools and especially those
who graduated from "distinguished"
schools.
These commissions are especially
desirable for young men as the salary
for the first year is practically $1400,
and the experience is even more valuable.
It la possible that some three or
four graduates ot the Institute will be
However,
listed for this service.
there is such a demand being made upon the Institute for its graduates that
it is not always easy to find one available.
Colonel Barlow Is busy getting the
cadet battalion ready for inspection,
and declares that he Is going to make
the best showing in the history of the
While the corpB this year
Institute.
is not nearly as large as It has been
heretofore, there are still three good
companies and a band, 't is the object ot the authorities to make quality
count, and It is believe that the War
Department will give the Institute
full credit for having dismissed boys
who were known to be disturbers and
who did not fully appreciate discipline.
The War Department, as a usual thing
strnnalv backs up the authorities of
a school in actions of this kind, while
on the other hand, it is severe wun
schools that are inclined to be lenient in regard to discipline and to be
easy in handling matters regarding
military rules.

With the governor out of town, the
secretary of the territory 111 with a
severe cold, the captain ot the mounted police, the supreme court clerk,
the adjutant general, the territorial
engineer and other officials away, this
was a dull morning at the capltol.
Mr. Ervlen Back.
. Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
from Clayton where he
i has returned
went on business and where he visited
his son John Ervlen, who Is In business
there and is making good right along.
Mr. Ervlen says that there was snow
there Sunday night and that the farmers are expecting good crops this
year.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: James Sutherland, treasurer of ChaveB county, 91,674.55; William M. Robins, treasurer of Sierra
county, $342.46; Dr. T. W. Watson,
treasurer of Lincoln county $83.93.
f
Back Tomorrow.
Chief Clerk F. Asplund of the de
partment of education which he repreaontari at MnhllA rnnAntlv dlirlnfiT 8
. convention of school superintendents,
is expected home tomorrow. Mr. As
plund had a very Interesting trip and
Mrs. Asplund accompanied him.
University Summer School.
Superintendent Clark haB received
a communication from Dr. E. Mc
Queen Gray, president of the university of New Mexico, Informing him
that the university will open a summer school in Albuquerque June 5.
ThA seislnn will last six weeks ter
minating July 14. Further details are
given by Dr. Gray as follows:
"Accommodation to the extent of the
University facilities will be provided
for students who desire to live on the
campus during the session of Summer
School.
Fees will be as, follows: Inclusive
Tuition fee, Five dollars; Chemistry
Laboratory fee, $5.00. Physics Laboratory fee, $2.00; board and lodging,
Boarders bring
lx weeks. 130.00.
with them bed linen, blankets and tow
els. They may come Into Tesldence
on June 4th without extra, charge.
Special courses for teachers, covering
all high school subjects will be offerEASTERN GIRLS WITH
ed.
professor,
The mathematical
A SILLY 8TREAK,
-ecology: the course in language, liter
of
ature and history by the president
Writes Governor Colquitt of Texas to
the university. The general aim of
Supply Them With a 8ultable
to
offer
to
be
the Summer School will
Husband.
best
shall
all teachers such work as
Full
meet individual requirements.
AuBtln, Texas, March 0. Even the
college credit will be given for the matrimonial market, In line with oth
courses.
er developments in Texas, is moving
"Students who wish to specialize along at an accelerated speed. Easthave
In some particular subject or subjects ern girls of a marriageable age
Texas
will be given every facility and as- heard what excellent husbands
make and are anxious to
sistance in prosecuting their studies. young men
a heart alliance with some of
The library of the university will be form
the bchelors of the Lone Star state. In
open to the students, and all other the last six weeks a half dozen or
discollege privileges will be at their
to con- more eastern girls have written in-to
posal. They will be required
Governor Colquitt asking him to
form to the regulations of the Insti terest himself in an effort to find hustution. A syllabus of the course and bands for them. Miss Francis Schu- isgeneral outline of studies will be
maker, 217 Ridgway street, Gloster
sued shortly as a Bulletin and may be City, New Jersey, is the latest to ask
had on application to the librarian.
Governor Colquitt to assist her in
"I shall be greatly obliged if you will finding a Texas sweetheart.
In her
letto
this
letter she sayB; "I have come to the
give personal consideration
teachers.
ter and discuss it with your
conclusion I would like to get ac
Our arrangements for the Summer quainted with some of those real live
facilitatTexaB boys. I am very anxious to
School will be considerably
see Texas and expect to get out that
ed if we can know some time beforebe
we
may
way soon, Having no friends in that
hand how many students
Ask
accommodate.
state is my reason for asking to be
called upon to
teachers to write to me. I am also made acquainted with some of the
ot offering folks, so If I should get there, which
considering the advisability
I
a course jn muslo (vocal and piano) in I have great hopes of doing soon,
some
connection with the Summer School. may meet some friends. I am
nature and like plenty
The university has been fortunate in what of a lively
com- of fun. So I think I will come to a
securing the services of a highly
of close by asking you to take an Inter
petent director of the department
'
est in my behalf."
music from Naples. Italy, and her
wonderful
with
are
meeting
methods
DOWN BY DEMOCRATS
success. Miss Egyptlades is account- TURNED
BY REPUBLICANS.
NOMINATED
the
Conservatory
ed by the Naples
from
March 10. Sol H. Jaffa,
Trinidad,
ever
graduated
teacher
finest
been for twenty-fiv- e
years a Democratic
that famous Institution. It has
to leader In this section, was read out
the
department
for
quite impossible
dur- of the party at the Democratic city
satisfy all the calls made upon it
and If there convention, which nominated a full
semester,
regular
the
ing
will city ticket. Jaffa was candidate for
is a sufficiently Btrong demand, it
School the nomination for city treasurer and
be a course of the Summer
was defeated by on& vote on the secwithout extra charge. Kindly inquire, ond
ballot, the first being a tie. The
how your teachers view this opportundefeat of Jaffa followed the unaniity.
mous nomination of Jaffa for city
Olck Eagle is Back.
treasurer at the Republican city con
nii mnirln ha "come back." Yes, vention.
to serve three
to the penitentiary
The Democratic nominee for mayor
more years. He was taken recently is Dr. Ben B. iBeshoar. John W.
Lunas
Los
from the penitentiary to
Wolfe was nominated for city clerk
for a rehearing. He killed a Laguna
and W. E. Lawler for city treasurer.
so
wbb
sentence
given
Indian and the
convention passed
The Democratic
Dick
Eagle
fact
that
to
the
light owing
resolutions attacking the present Rehalf
a
and
two
has already spent
charging
administration,
months In publican
years In the pen and seven
reckless expenditure of funds ana
trial.
Jail
awaiting
a county
vote buying. They Indorsed a commisWhen the court told Eagle that his sion form of government. At the Rewas taken into
incarceration
previous
publican convention D. L. Taylor was
consideration in sentencing him, the nominated for mayor, I. Q. Mllliken,
takto
be
Indian thought that It was
city clerk and Sol H. Jaffa, city treasen out. of his sentence of three years urer. Jaffa was charged by the Dem
rew
a
have
only
and that he would
leaders with being the unwit
re- ocratic
weeks to remain In prison. His
ting tool of the Republican machine.
attorthe
that
so
was
profuse
joicing
In a speech to the delegates, Jaffa
courage enough declared that the Republican nominaneys could not muster
'
to tell him the facts and he went tion was unsolicited, that ha believed
back to the penitentiary believing he he was helping his party by accepting
would not be there log.
the nomination.
Eagle Is a Cherokee and a member
seof the "Strong Hearts," an Indian
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
cret order. The emblem of the order xnnirh remedy I ever used, as It quick
of
bones
deers,
the
of
Is a vest made
ly stopped a severe cough that had
polished and strung together. During long troubled me," say J. w. Kunn,
wore
In
court
Eagle
his appearance
Nebr. Jnst so qulokly and
via voat nnrt tlll had it when he went Prlncetln,
ei ot ooughs,
it aots in u,
surely
district
A.
Edward
Mann,
to prison.
trouble.
colds, la grippe and
wuu
wniie
found
taimng
attorney,
Capital
used Refuse substitutes,
of
the
several
signs
that
Eagla.
bv the member of "Strong Hearts"
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Roosevelt to Organize Cav- Yet He Believes in Ultimate
Triumph of American
alry Division to Fight
(
Common Sense
Japanese
GEORGE

CURRY TO BE

IN. IT NO

FREE

TRADE

FOR

Albuquerque Lets in Associated Even Reciprocity With Canada
He Views With Evident
Pret t and Country on
Alarm.
the Secret
Albuquerque, March 17. Members
of Colonel Roosevelt's Rough Rider
regiment of whom many are In the
territory, quietly discussed today the
possibilities ot the formation by their
former leader of another Rough Riders' regiment in case of war with JaAlthough members of that fapan.
are
mous regiment
told
Colonel Roosevelt is to have
nf his old friends of that or
on
Wednesday
ganization when here
nis-hthat In case of war he would
Taft
President
of
ask the permission
to organize an entire division or cavalry. Former Governor Curry and
others reported that they would accent, commissions in such an organi
zation. None of the former Rough
niiinra will confirm or deny the r
port but it is being discussed freely.
Roosevelt at Las Cruees.
N. M.. March 17. Ex
t. nrnr
president Theodore Roosevelt passed
through Las Cruees Wednesday, nis
train arriving about 11 o'clock and remaining for about 15 minutes. There
was an immense crowd of people at
the Santa Fe station to welcome
Colonel Roosevelt, the crowd Including studens and professors from the
college, the cadets, all of the far-n
mers and their families within a ra-,nf m miles of Las Cruees. and
practically the entire population of
this city.
nnlnnel Roosevelt was met at Mesil
la Park by the reception committee,
the members of which accompanied
th train to this city. He was accom
panied by Mayor R. L. Young, of Las
Cruees, and then spoke lor several
minntM Probably the most import
ant utterance he made was when he
said:
"I am very much interested in your
earirrigation project, and I want to
nestly uree you not to mix up with pri
vate enterprises in respect to you;
power which you will derive from tne
water to be conserved at the Elephant
Butte dam. Don't under any circumstances, allow the control of this water nnwr with its vaBt potentialities,
to go out of your control. Don't let
eastern or foreign corporations gain
control of it. Keep It yourselves and
for yourselves and you will have a
hirthrteht. the magnitude and import
ance of which you can scarcely realize
at this time."
He also said that he was very sorry
that New Mexico did not get statehood
of the nast congress. "I believe New
1
Mexico will get statehood yet and
don't believe you people got a square
deal fnr vour territory is certainly en
titled to admission into he union and
Bhould have been admitted a long
tim
off. However, be patient and
confikeep up your courage, for I am
dent that it will only be a matter of a
few monthB until New Mexico is admitted and you people get your rights.
When you become a state by all
means have your state the right kind.
Curry Gets a Compliment.
Th rartpfR of the New Mexico Agri
cultural college were drawn up before
Colonel Roosevelt and he addressed
portion ot his speech directly to
"There are
them, saying In part:
which make
thro Brent element
cultt- good men and which you should
train nnw while vou are students:
sense.
Courage, honesty and common
That Is why I have stooa Dy wjuiiso
n.n-rH is a man ot courage, hon
est In every respect and has plenty of
see
good common sense. J want to
hon-you develop Into game men and
eBt men."
Some Things He Bald.
r noanrn vou It 1b a great pleasure
to be greeted this way at this, my
first stop in New Mexico.
'i
very sorry that Major Llew
becauBe I
ellyn got left at El Paso,
have always been of the opinion that
a rough rider never got left."
"i am irlad to see so many roomers
with their children here this morning.
Don't forget the cblldn-n"I have always had a warm spot iu
tnr New Mexico as the men
of my command came from this terri
tory."

t aa a iar3 number of photograph
ers in the crowd and I hope you all
get good pictures of me."

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
Neutralise and remove the poisons
that cause baokache, rheumatism,
nervousness and all kidney and bladThey build up
der irregularities.
and restore the natural aotion oi
these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy.
BOSS GEORGE

B. COX

DENIED CHANGE

OF VEIMUt.

Before Political
Enemy on Charges of
Perjury.
ninrfnnarl. Ohio. March 20 George
h Cox's affidavit of prejudice and
bias," before Judge Frank Gorman,
hv which the indicted Renub lean po
litical leaders sought to bring his
before some other Jurist of the
court of common pleas, was tnrown
nut of court by presiding Judge :nas.
Hunt, a Democrat, In a decision to
This nrobably means that cox
day.
will soon go to trlul on the charges of
perjury.
Will Soon Be Tried

NO CHOICE YET IN
THE COLORADO CONTEST
Mnrch 20. There
Ttanvar. Colo..

was no election in today's senatorial

ballot

-

(Special Interview given to Henry
Mann and published in the April number of the Columbian Magazine).
Save from the heights of the reserve
gallery the writer had never seen
inunh nurnev Cannon! and It must be
agreed that, from that point of view,
the cartoonil.s nave created a preuy
iiratit likeness of "Uncle Joe." At
lnaai viAW the former tioeaker Elves
a very different Impression, Although
ot medium stature, no iooki tan, ana
nAPtainlv does not look his seventy- Few men of sixty have
four years.
the clear, wholesome complexion of
"Jnfl" Cannon, the starry, penetrating
gaze, the expression at once deliberate
His features
and frankly Impulsive.
are the kind you meet In Lossing's
"Cyclopaedia of United States History" the old American type of the
Revolution and 1812, of the men who
made the Republic, before the composite element now so frequent In our
urban communities began to take the
place of the old stock, and to reap
the. harvest Dlanted by the Fathers,
and watered by the blood of their de
One is not surprised to
scendants.
wrn that Mr. Cannon was born in
North Carolina, being brought North
He is one or
when he was a DaDy.
th hi or men whom the South has been
permitted to give to the Nation in
Next to ine
this roundabout way ,
War Itself our great national, detri
ment within the past half century baa
been the suppression of Southern genius, courage and ability as applied in
the broadest sense to national affairs.
"Thus far, but no farther!" has been
the unwritten veto upon the aspira
tions of that section of the Union
which gave us Washington, MadlBon,
Monroe, Jackson, the Harrisons yes,
and Lincoln.
Mr Cannon had a public school
in the
and studied law
Ariiioatinn
hours which some young men give
in havina- "a rood time." As State's
he aained a reputation of
traii.ht.to-the-mar-

k

common-sens- e

which eenerallv carried
his way, especially as Mr. Cannon
also had a reputation ot not prosecuting nnlaa he was sure that he was
Many a time he has given a
right.
rehelping hand to those whom duty
and
quired him to bring to Justice,
and
put them on the path to honor best-likesuccess. Mr. Cannon became the
man In Danville, and the first
ot his successive elections to tong-res- s
was by a majority that attested
He has been a memhlB popularity.
years, and
ber of Congress thirty-eigh- t
in 1910. he was Speaker of
the House for eight years, until March

.hH.

njlted

4th, 1911.

Hivoniier Carlisle appointed Mr. Can
non a member of the Commttte on
Uiiina the other Republican members
the
being Thomas B. Reed, and when
House became Republican In 1889 the
three Republican memoers or. meCommittee on Rules were Reed, Mcof
Klnley and Cannon. As chairman
th Committee on Appropriations Mr.
Cannon stood for sound economy, vig
e
ilance and prudence in protecting pud-liexfunds, and wise liberality in
penditures that were likely to promote
the general welfare and to serve the
Mr. Can
nrnsress fo useful science.
non saw that money was placed at the
v
disposal of the late Professor t,ang-inin demonstrating the practiblllty
of mechanical flight for machines
Mr. Cannon was
heavier than air.
a nt thA authors of the bill provid
of the
ing for the geological surrey
public domain, which enaDiea tne
to enter upon the vast irri
that
gation and reclamation schemes
have opened great areas or lorawni
waate land to settlement, and turned
deserts Into flourishing farms, em
bracing altogether a work ot conservation and development unparalleled
in any age of the world. Tne creation
nf Potomac Park was made possible
drain-by Mr. Cannon's advocacy of the
me oi- on! nf the Potomac Flats.
of Senate and House, the
Nntional MiiBeum, and tne Municipal
and, Agricultural Buildings, which
aphelp so materially to Improve the
pearance of Washington, and to pro
mote the efficiency or tne puuno
erection largely to
Mr. Cannon's earnest efforts In comIt Is worth
mittee and on the floor.
nntlnir here also that, as Chairman
of the Sub Comm'ttee to revise and
codify the postal laws, Mr. Lannon
w.nta the law giving newspapers and
periodicals a very low rate for trans
portation through tne mans.
As Speaker Mr. Cannon was guided
conby the rules that represented the cen- crete experience ot more than a
mrv
He did not make tne ruiea aim
could neither Ignore nor set them aside.
With Cannon, as witn itee, uie ruus
more than once proved itself to be
and the act
bigger than the Sneaker,
f tho Hnnse In overturning the rules
and depriving the Speaker ot much
of his authority was a mow, nui u
much at Mr. Cannon as to the majority
of Mr. Cannon's party, wmcn naa plac
That
ed hlnr In the Speaker's chair.
the Democrats who formed the main
did
force In the attack on the rules
not regard their actions as directed
is
against Mr. Cannon personally
shown by the fact that, while naming
their most popular leader, Champ
sixty-secon- d
Clark, for Speaker of the
conCongress, they have also voted to
tinue the limitations on the Speaker's

authority.
Mr. Cannon did not waste any time
He spoke clearly
In preliminaries.
and deliberately from the fullness of
mind and heart, as he said:
"Artamm Ward's natrlotlc readiness
to sacrifice his wife's relations on the
altar of his country had a small para
llel in the willingness of some ot i
Republican friends and Democratic
friends also to offer up the American
farmer on the altar of free trade,
while retaining a stiff measure of protection for the industries in which
they themselves are more especially
For my own part I am
Interested.
nnaniv and decidedly onDOsed to mak
ing the Republican principles ot pro
tection a dead letter for our agriculCanadian
Our
tural nnnulation.
neighbors must be laughing In their
sleeves at some ot the arguments
nn this aide of tbe border in
behalf of
reciprocity, which.
by the way, being altogetner
the side haf
Canada having
nnthinir nf rnclnrocity about it. For
instance. It Is pointed out tha at present Canadian wheat production Is of
small volume compared with that of
This Is true or
the United States.
fonada now. aa It was Argentina a
few years ago.
Argentina now rivals
the United States In the wheat mar-kt-a
nf the world, and the Canadians
claim Bee Canadian publications, offi
n
cial and unofficial that uanaaa, witn-Ia few years will be able to supply
all the wheat Great Britain will need.
Great Britain, by the way, including
Ireland, has a total population ot
We have
millions.
about forty-twAccord
millions.
ohnut ninntv-thre- e
ing to Canadian claims, therefore, the
Dominion will be able, wltnin a rew
years, to supply about half our popula
And, with an open
tion with wheat
market here, who can doubt that they
will sell here in preference to Great
Britain?
Many thousands of our
imorican farmers have already mi
to take
grated to the Canadian West
are to
up the new lands there, which
ha had for the asking, a title in ree,
imhowever, being given only on the
migrant becoming a British subject
Ii can be taken for granted that this
,).,. f a ninut desirable class of
our citizens, and their transformation
into subjects of King George is verj
land
likely to grow apace when to free
In Canada is added tne lnuucemtmi
of a free market In the United Statea.
"It is of significance In this connection that the Canadian envoy, Mr.
mlains to the mother coun
pioMin
a
try that, while Canada is gaining
uw
large market in the United Blares,
tt.h.j Qtotoa la not to gain market
with
enough In Canada to interfere
English trade, since few reaucuou.
na vnnrla nn our nroducts that would
re
seek a Canadian market, and these
ductions are small. That is, unusnto enira tn continue
mniiuini.."
while Can
Joy a preference in Canada,
ada gradually suppianis me jiu...vfarmer in the marxeis m u
ntatoa.
"That the proposed agreement Is
hailed with much satisfaction ui retin view
ain directions Is not strangefarmer
is
thA font that while the
from
left bare to the free trade blast
nave ae- the North, interests whichstock-raiser
thA farmer and
for their supplies are carefully pro
For instance, looo animaia
tected.
thA hnnf which the farmer has to
free of
sell, come Into this country
manufactur-r- t
duty while on the meats
from these animals there Is a duty
cents a pound.
of 1
"It is cla'med, In support of the
the price of
proposed agreement that
v.""-- a
wheat for the American ianner
v anil dPDMident upon the
l tA
market price
supply of wheat and the
abroad, and that, tnereiore, iu
nf Pnnadlan wheat would
not have any effect In depressing the
Aimosi
price of the American grain.
re- that this argument
,v.
iW
11W
UU
celved wide and authoritative publici
in mamm
ty the following appeared York
newsreport in a leading New pseudo-rec- i
paper which favors the
was rea..
procity plan: 'Sentiment
,
h- - -.kot noriiat , owing
- to the conill me wu.extinued absence of both cash and
situation,
port demand, the foreign the reciproand the probability that
' Evidently
city treaty will be passed.
dealers in wheat bethe
Canada
lieve that free wheat from
means a lower price for American
wheat.'"
,i.t,.u nnt that mean cheaperof
cost
bread, Mr. Cannon and lower
r
living for the masses
smiled grimly. Did
The
McCumber, of
Senator
what
read
you
North Dakota, had to say on that
"I think that he
point?" he replied.
tne
averag
out
that
figured
vuroaua
forty- times to the
.t --nhmit
re
consumer what the farmer had
ceived for the wheat gomg inio
farbread
Everyone knows that the
prac-tinail- v
mer's price has a very remote, the
to
a negligible relation
baker."
'
your
pay
you
price
"Do you think, Mr. tannou,
cattle
beef
Canadian
Lira
uiuioo"'" nf beef?
free would give us cheaper
...
'Have you noticed any
were
the price of shoes since hides the
re Joined
put on the

jj

v.

Dhiin

nartv. continued
stood tor
Mr. Cannon, 'have always
the protection ot American inuunnre..
of all Industries
,.i...ii ti,,
the pillar and support of all the others,
the agricultural, i cau
abondonlng the American farmer
for
to free competition with Canada
.
Not one Claus
ula A.irewi.A.. mrkal.
n
ible argument has been presented
favor of such a reversal "
consistent
-- nri
.ii
" the onlyCUU pum;j
Democratic
argument is that of my nr.. nKomn
n.
friend and successor,
tkaf If- la ft broad step in the
direction of free trade, which is the
uemoc..
Democratic policy,
direction are
fnn, vt cinrk In that
true to their party principles."
"Might I ask, Mr. uannon, wn.i
the
your own attitude will be during
coming two years?"
'What It has always Deen tnat ui

a Republican who believes that the
party
principles of the Republican

are Just as adequate to the safe guld
ance ot the American people today as
they were thirty and forty years ago.
On that I do not care to speak at
length, but the attitude of some ot
our big men toward genuine, old
Republicanism suggests a story.
the great
Many years ago, before
division occurred between the Northern and Southern Methodists, thre
was a
preacher In the
Southwest named Peter CartwrighL
He
Peter did not "put on any frills.
and
went among the mountaineers
wherever duty called him, wearing the
homely garb ot the frontier, his chief
article ot attire being a hunting shirt
He spoke from the
and a girdle.
heart, and he reached tbe hearts ot
Wherever
those to whom he spoke.
Peter Cartwright went the people
turned out to hear him, because they
felt that they would get the Gospel
message from one whose simple, forcible words they could readily grasp.
Th.i time came for a conference
at
Nashville, and Peter Cartwright, with
his hunting shirt, was among the attendant preachers. Henry P. Bascom,
afterwards bishop presided, and he
was in personal appearance at least
Bascom
quite a contrast to Peter.
wore a white shirt and was gotten up
generally In the style of a clergyman
accustomed to the en vlroment of , a
growing community, already at that
time the civic center of Tennessee.
Bascom did not approve the get-uof
Brother Peter, and showed his disapproval by omitting to ask Peter to
deliver an address In the church, as
was customary In rotation during the
;
Conference.
"While Peter was not a favorite
with Bascom, he waa liked by nearly
everybody else, and the fame of his
rude, effective eloquence had got
abroad among Methodists generally
The
and they wanted to hear him.
pressure on Bascom was so great that
he was unable to resist, but he sought
to make It as uncomfortable as he
could tor Peter and Peter's admirers.
So, one evening at tbe close of the
announdaily session, brother
ced: 'Brother Peter Cartwright will
deliver a sermon in this church at
six o'clock tomorrow morning and all
who wish to hear him are requested
to be present'
"The members of the Conference
and others present were astounded.
Peter arose calmly and deliberately.
'Brethern,' he aald, 'I hope everyone
ot you will be present to hear me
God's message can be spoken just as
well at six o'clock in the morning as
at any other hour, and I will do my
best to deliver It'
,
and among the auditors wis Genets!
Andrew Jackson, who was spending
his closing years at tbe Hermitage,
church was as full as it could hold
"At six o'clock In th mornlr.g the
near Nashville, and was quits religious in that period of his life. Peter
Cartwright outdid himself in the ferthe apostolic
vor, the earnestness,
spirit that breathed in his every utter
It was the most effective serance.
mon of tna Conference and ministers
and laity alike were Inspired by it
When Peter bad concluded he was
told that General Jackson wished to
speak with him. With a hearty grapn
of
of the hand the General spoke
the impression that the sermon ha1
Che
on
time
same
made
hand
him, at
lng Peter ten dollars to help him in
the ministry. And thus ended Bas
com 's foolish attempt to belittle Peter
Cartwright."
Mr. Cannon paused as if In thought.
"The people," he resumed, 'can be
tru'sted to see right and to do right
ultimately, to detect the difference
between true metal and counterfeit,
and a yellow
between red blood
streak.
Every now and then they
have to have a lesson and some rough
experience, as the Bible tells us the
Israelites used to have to bring them
back from atraylng after false gods.
The country bad its lesson of that
kind undor the second Cleveland administration, when the farm value ot
the wheat crop fell to $998,000,000, a
shrinkage of $525,000,000 from the
value of the wheat crcp for the
four years of the Harrison ad
And the returns to the
ministration.
protection policy was signalized by an
Increased value of $500,000,000 for the
These
first four years of McKlnley.
lessons in the past have been quite
expensive, not only to the farmer, but
to every form of American Industry.
Have you anything to say against
the insurgents, Mr. Cannon?"
'Nothing. I am waiting to see what
those Republicans, who have been Instrumental in bringing about present
conditions are going to do, and what
It's up to
they will accomplish.
them."
"Then you are not very hopeful as
to the future?"
"I am hopeful as to the future," re
joined Mr. Cannon with emphasis,
not only hopeful but optimistic. Not
even a Democratic majority In Congress or even a Democrat In the White
House can halt for long the growth
and progress of the American people.
That growth may be halted, dwarfed
for a time, by the pursuit of Jack-o- Into the
lanterns and
sloughs and quagmires of free trade,
but the remedy comes with the awakening and, to change the metaphor,
the ship of state gets on a level keel
and sails into the harbor of prosperity
under the same old Republican auspices."
"Am I to 'infer that you expect a
Democratic President in 1913?"
"I have no grounds for such an ImWhile the lamp holds out
pression.
to burn, the vilest sinner may re-

turn."

NEW MEXICO

IDl'l

CENSUS

Population of Place of More
o nnn P.nnl
a iwu tvv
wj.
Announced

ti

SANTA FE

IN

THIRD

PLACE

Passes East Las
Ahead
Artesia
Vegas,
of Carlsbad.

Lai Cruce

Washington, March 21. The bureau
of the census today announced the
population figures for the following
New Mexico places:
Artesia, Eddy county, 1,883, not in
corporated In 1900.
CarlBbad, Eddy county, 1,736, com
pared with 963 In 1900.
Clayton 970, not incorporated in
1900.

Gallup 2,204, compared with 2,946,
In 1900.

Isleta 1,085, compared with

1,050

In

1900.

Laguna 1,583, compared with 1,077
in 1900.
Las Cruees 3,836, not incorporated
In 1900.

Las Vegas town 3,179, not incor
porated in 1900.
Las Vegas city 3,755, compared with
3,552 Jn 1900.
Portales 1,289, not Incorporated In

l,uv.
San Juan 1,362 compared with 465
in 1900.
Silver City 3,217, compared with
2,735 in 1900.
Socorro 1.560, as against 1,512 In
1900,

Tucumcari

1,526,

not incorporated

In 1900.

As far as announced the New Mex
ico places range as follows:
11,015
Albuquerque
6.172
Roswell
.... 5.07S
Santa Fe
i
4,528
Raton
3,836
Las Cruce
3,755
East Las Vegas
3,253
Clovla
3,217
Silver City
3,1 9
Las Vegas
2,526
Tucumcari
2,204
Gallup
1.883
Artesia
l,&6i
Deming
1.736
Carlsbad
1.5S3
Laguna Pueblo Grant
1,660
Socorro
1,362
San Juan Pueblo Grant
'....i. 1.289
Portales
1,085
Isleta Pueblo Grant
970
Clayton
the
For
following Incorporated
places the figures have not yet been
made public: Alamogordo, Farming;-toSpringer,
Cimarron, Estancla,
Hagerman; Texlco,
Folsom, Aztec,
Lake Arthur, Dayton, Dexter and
Elida.
A

Special

Medleln

for

Kidney

Ailments.
Many elderly people have found in
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick relief and permanent benefit from kid
ney and bladder ailment! and from
due
anneylng urinary irregularities
Isaac N. Regan.
to advancing years.
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure In
my case and I want others ts knsw f
It" Capital Pharmacy.
NAPOLEON

MAY MOVK
FOR NEW

TRIAL.

Lnnle NaDoleon. the liquor dealer
convicted of selling liquor to a minor.
has given notice ot a motion for a new
trial.
Thomas Doran. who was Indicted on
ha iiartrA nf MiHn? Hnunr to a minor.
pleaded gurtty today and was fined
$50 by Judge McFie.
boya
The case of the Wagner
charged with shooting and killing:
Juan Trujillo will probably come up to
morrow.
John Hample pleaded guilty and
was fined $50 and costs.
In both cases extenuating circum
stances were brought to the attention
of the court as neither of the two defendants had uersonally sold. the liq
uor in question and had given their
barkeepers instructions to be careful
obey the law and not to Bell to
ilnors. Roth have been excellent cit- Iipiir nnrl Anxious to conduct their
business In a way to avoid any Just
criticism.
Final Report.
It is exnected that the territorial
grand jury will make its final report
tomorrow morning and will then be
discharged. The court haB disposed of
practically all of the business reported by the grand Jury thus far.
FORESTRY OFFICIALS IN .
CONFERENCE AT 8 ALT LAKE.
Chief Forester Henry Graves Is Pre
siding and A. C. Ringland
Is Present.
Salt Lake. March 20. The confer
ence of forestry officials for the pur
pose of outlining the coming year's
work of the department began Here
today. Chief Forester Henry Graves
of the conference. Dis
trict foresters are in attendance from
Montana, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah,
California and Oregon.
When you have1 rheumatism In your
font or lnsteo apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get quick re.
' but a luarter.
nor
It c
lief.
For sale by all deslers.
suffer!
SUPREME COURT FAILS
TO MAKE DECISION.

A Cold, L Grippe, then Pneumonia.
Is too often the fatal equence. Fol-

Opinion In Tobacco and
Standard Oil Cases was wot
Handed Down Today.
Nelth-- .
Washington, D. C, March 20
th atnnrfnrd nil nor the Tobacco
liable cough medicine that contains
su
It is as safe for your Trust case were decided by the
no narcotics.
states
Capital Phar- preme court of the United
children as yourself.
macy.

ey's Honey and Tar expels the cough,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
It Is a prompt and repneumonia.

ipected

l

BOY ALM08T KICKED
IN
GIDDING8) SOLILOQUY
NEW MEXICO'S URBAN POPU- TO DEATH BY HORSE.
A VTA08 CEMETERY.
j
LATION.
;
Mountain
The Democratic Rocky
'
Cento
the
New
Mexico,
according
There sre great possibilities for the News, in a dispatoh from French sus of
Who Were They and Whence Did Prospaots That Work on Red River
1910, has only ten incorporated
Ditch Will Be Commsncsd Some
ReYtew
cement industry In New Mexico Lick Springs; Indiana, tells of some places of more than 2,600 people. It
Thsy Come, He Asks, In Gazing
Time This Spring.
The stook argument that manufactur- of the doings at Tom Taggart's, the has only three towns in the "6,000 and
Upon the Skeletons,
ing in the Southwest is impracticable Democratic leader's,
above" olass, and only one city that
that
bailiwick,
'
'
Vlrsylvla, N. M., March 18. At last
(Taos Valley News.l
because it is too costly, was disprovNEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMLess
tales of Ari has more than 10,000 people.
of tbe con- - .
PANY.
There is something grewsome as there seems to be no doubt
ed as to the cement industry at the read something like the
one seventh of its population
than
traction 'of the long awaited ' and
-Roosevelt Dam, near Phoenix, when zona fifty years ago when things were lives in the ten municipalities, a pro- well as pathetlo in the Bight preseny
hotied for Red River ditch. Last week
or the early days of!
the government saved a huge sum by run wide-opePAUL A. F. WALTER,
portion smaller than In any other ted where the crew of men is digfinal "nntranf wna let for the
Editor and President,
manufacturing its own oement right Santa Fe, when the Santa Fs Trail commonwealth. Arizona's five largest ging to lay the foundation of the new
a tunnel
on the around rather than buying
FRANK P. BTURGES,
poured not only, wealth, but consider towns have a greater population Catholic church. Years ago the west building on the project of
in Colorado and Kansas. New Mexi- able rubbish Into, this histories city. than New Mexico's ten largest places, front of the old building just raised, eight hundred feet long and already
co has several small oement plants And what Is described happens In the and Vet, Arizona has less than
was a burying ground and now, a new many men and teams have arrived to ,
The first, land has
of the peer
home
of
the
have
plants
large
state
should
It
ai
Indiana,
but
Mexico.
K.
generation, with a view to progress stprt the work.
8TAUFFER,
JOHN
the population of New
ara found in eastern Pennsylvania less Beveridge, and the home of some This territory is, therefore, a distinct- and better conditions, is encroaching actually been sold and a substantial
Beerstary-Trsasurslaw can.
'
and which employ thousands of men. of the people, who have been stick
upon the territory devoted to those deposit made which under the
ly rural commonwealth.
New Mexico- has the raw materials ing up their noses at New Mexico, bewho once lived here as active forces not be done until the ditch is absoThe urban population figures made
Entered as. Second Class Hatter at
in this community but of whose exis lutely assured,
that o to make Portland cement cause forsoothl tliey heard Imaginary
show that Las Cru-ce- s
son of Gabriel Herrera
A
Santa Fe Postofflce.
tence no evldenoe now remains but
iu almost Inexhaustible quantities and tales of the wild, and wicked ways of public yesterday
in
Las
East
has
Vegas
offer
passed
decades
news
some of Its peqp.e,
it will for the next few
bones was nearly kicked to death by a horse
the
gays tne
skulls
and
yellow
decaying
rank, for precisely a similar reason
were knockRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
a home market for all It can produce.
"I have just merged with blinking that Santa Fe has been passed by that are carelessly and thoughtlessly last night. Several teeth
-,
Dally, per week, by carrier .....$ .25
rotten ed out and the upper jaw badly fracthrown
The huge irrigation works that are eyes from the 4me. great , wide-opeand
with
the
dirt
up
Both the Capital and tbe
Roswell,
.76
Dally, per month, by carrier
boards of the caskets, to be carried tured. His face was so badly cut that
planned, the lining of Irrigation ditch gambling establishment in the United Meadow
65
City have failed to extend away and
Dally, per month, by mail . '.
es, the many bridges, the gooa roaus States, a place which one almost is
dumped where convenience it had to be sewed up. Although very
their municipal boundaries or to con- or
1.00
Dally, three mouths, by mall
weak from the shock and the loss of
dictates.
construction, the building of factories tempted to write down as being under
adaptability
Official publisolidate with suburbs.
S.50
Dally, six months, by mall
and of modern homes, all will consume the direct patronage of the state;
great deal of blood, the boy will
No
one
and
watching
standing
by
and similar books
7.00
Dally, one year, by mall
quantities of Portland oement place where one may buy chances to cations, geographies fifth
large
workth
and
laughing,
ohatting
in the list of
.36
Weekly, per month
Nor must it be forgotten, that as soon win or lose lUtle or all, even as the will place Las Vegas
60
cities of less seemed to have a thought nox care as
Weekly, per quarter
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL
as the republic to the south has set- urohin buys a, pennyworth peppermint cities, if they mention,
1.00
Outside of new to what names these phantoms bore
than 5,000 at all.
Weekly, alz month, by mall
LEADS LIFE OF 8HAME.
tled its Internal difficulties, it will stick at the
a houseor
had
When
were
we
are
and
store,
what
they
100
paqdy
Weekl,', per year
become a large consumer of cement wife buys calico,. and hosiery In the towns like Artesia, Tucumcarl,
a
of
which
want
for
that
we,
spark
Review
exMexican
The Weekly New
which have sprung into
Albuquerque, N. M-- , March 20.
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average citizen of Arizona is more this new explosive, the projectile can To the right kind of a man who and as ninety-ninthan willing to accept the verdict of be sent through the armor into a ship. knows how to go after business, there red do their fishing by proxy there Is danger the nation will instinctively and removing apparatus, More than future, on account of the productive-nps- s
ot the soli, values will rise ran.
the majority, We suppose that Co- Then an explosion will follow which .Is an unlimited market for everything a catch of five thousand trout awaiting turn its eyes to Sagamore Hill and to two dozen places were closed in Vio
tor. Cripple Creek and Goldfleld,
lonel Roosevelt, like the Republican, will rend the ship asunder."
Tularosu.
that can be produced In New Mexico, every disciple of Isaac Walton.
PAGE FOUR.

Is of the opinion that unless w can
depend upon the people to correct In
' the future such mistakes as have been
made In the past, It Is not 'worth while
to talk about our being 'jfjt' for stateAnd no loyal cltlsen of the
hood.
territory will claim that we are not
ready tor statehood.
"The really Interesting feature of
Colonel Roosevelt's attitude Is the Influence which that attitude may have
upon the mind of President Taft The
high regard in which (he President
is a fact
holds the
Mr. Taft lust
familiar to everybody.
now Is the arbiter of Arlsona's fate,
so tar as the Immediate future is
concerned, at least. It ' Interesting
to speculate whether the pronounoed
championship of Arisona's constitutionor rather, Arlsona's admission
under this constitution will tend to
Influence Mr. Taft to waive his well
known objections to the constitution.
"Some people who know Mr. Taft
quite well, are of the opinion that
Colonel Roosevelt's attitude will only
cause Mr. Taft to be more "sot"
against the constitution in its present
form. They expect if Mr. Taft speaks
of Mr. Roosevelt's position at all, he
will Tefer to the great difference between responsibility and freedom from
responslbilty under the law, and will
not lose sight of the fact that Colonel
found
Roosevelt, when President,
strong objections to Oklahoma's con
stitution."
'
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International peace.
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of America. In fact reports was brought on by the constable.
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the child wll have smallpox cadets of the New Mexico Military In- and lunched at Bernalillo. We ar-n-y
the system. Its regular use bofore the coming of baby prepares the muscles
of trusts and corporationswhile that whether
to
have
is
said
and
tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the sk'n and fleBh fibres,
Mrs.
not.'
or
Young
sec
two
Pecos.
hill
"iu
To Excavate
stitute as possible for this kind of rived at La Bajada
o Arizona was that of honest men Mother's Friend lessens the pain
in an' uncommonly severe work as the department now needs tions" as railroaders sny. The first
"A number of members of the Arch- - and strengthens all the membranes and tissues.
and built upon the Initiative and ref- - smallpox
and leaves
and dangor at the
thirty additional officers of this kind Cadillac reached the hill top at 8;BB aeologlcal Society were over from the mother ln suchcrisis,
erendura. "If the senate had not tak- form.
con
healthful
Mr.
m. and the others at an hour later, Santa Fe some time ago," said
The Inrlltute now has two former can the
upon my position as I
dition that her recovery is always
A Mother's Safeguard.
Tt was my purpose, in the
dets, George Read and L. Morris, ln because of the accident, The trip Starkweather, "looking over the an- - rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
it
.
or the this work. The positions pay 11,400 was unusually Interesting because ot clent ruins of the pueblo of Pecos and Is sold at
Foley-Honey and Tar
Merest o he people, to have prevent- drug stores. Write for our
Is best and safest for all per year for the first enlistment. Col J the splendid weather conditions which I believe they are plunnlng to begin free book for expectant mothers.
children.
ed the passage of the appropriation
fu-J
BBAPF1T'.,,D EEOULATOE 00,
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough onel Wlllson has not yet made his se- permitted one to enjoy the panorama extensive excavations there in the
'
bills "
to the fullest extent. The roads were ture."
lections for recommendations.
j Pharmacy.
Atlanta, Oa.
During the oourse of hla address
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Wayside Jottings.

Grath, of Grant county, has had his
own troubles during the past week ot
so ln trying to bring a man in by the
name of Edward Baker, wanted for
forgery, to Grant county for trial
Baker Is alleged to have raised
check on. the Socorro Mines company
from $7.50 to $70.50 and secured the
money thereon from the Cliff Mercan
Sheriff
MoGrath lo
tile company.
cated his man near El Paso and had
him arrested upon a fugitive warrant
Last week Baker instituted habeas
corpus proceedings, and it was neces
sary to make out a new complaint
A complete copy of the Indictment was
telegraphed to El Paso,. Involving
cost of nearly $25.
Requisition papers have been forwarded to Santa Fe,
and unless Baker secures his release
within the next few days he will be
brought to Grant county for trial at
the present term of court,

ECZEMA CURE) A BEAUTY WASH. GYPSUM INDUSTRY
Although D, J) T, Prescription has
IN THE UNITED STATES.

been recognixed tor years as the one
remedy for Ecietna, Psoriasis, and all
other forms of skin diseases, It is now
known that there is no other wash,
even thoss used' by the beauty spe
cialists, that can compare with this
mild liquid for cleansing the skin of
pimples, blackheads, rash and all similar skin affections.
For this reason alone, a bottle of
D. D. D. should be kept on hand in
every household. A trial 25o bottle
will show you the merits of this great
remedy as a complexion wash.
D. D. D. seems to remove the cause
whatever the trouble may be, cleans
ing tha skin and leaving It as soft as
smooth and clear as that of a healthy
i
child.
Get a 25c bottle today and keep It
ln the house. )
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.

Production Was 2,252,785 Short Tons
In 1909. Appropriations for Geological Survey,

In 1909 the total quantity of gypsum mined In the United States was
2,252,785 short tons, an Increase of
MARCH 18, 1911,
the Episcopal church at Mesllla Park
,. THURSDAY,
nearly 31 per cent over the production
of 1908, which was 1,721,829 short
Water in Camfleld Ditch Water IB occurred Sunday, Bishop f, M. Kend
tons, and an Increase ot more than
flowing lu the Camfleld ditch near rick was present. Sixteen were con'
28 per cent over that of 1907, which
Las Vegas and la being used to wet firmed.
The news value of any advertisement depends entirely on its :
construc
in
the dam
was 1,751,748 short tons. There was
the earth used
truthfulness and common sense. Based upon these two (acts we heps
Damage Suit Against the Santa Fa
ot
a large. Increase ln the quantity
tion.
The district court In Los Lnnaa Wed
to mjie this short talk nf special interest to all persona who are arilicted
Is Oead Mrs.
Bride of a Month
gypsum sold with calcining and
nesday heard th&oase of Padilla verwith an old sore or chronic ulcer. If in presenting the merits of S.S. S.
Ellas Sllva, a bride of a month, died sus the Santa fle
used principally as land plaster and
In which
as
a cure (or these troubles, our line of reasoning appeals to you, it
at Casaus, Guadalupe county. She relatives of Padilla, railroad,
cement
as an Ingredient ot Portland
killed It is claimwill be sn easy matter to prove the truthfulness of our statements by
and her husband bad been students
a
and In paint, but
drop of about 11
ed, by a Santa Fe engine running
book containing many testimonials from persons in
at the New Mexico Normal School at wild
cents a ton ln value. The sales of ' sending youofs free
near Los Chaves, ask $5,000 dam
the country who have been cured of an old sore or
Silver City before their marriage.
part
every
showed
gypsum calcined for plaster
ages.
chronio ulcer by the use of S, S. S.
City Owes Him a Million Silvestro
not oniy a large increase in quantity,
Address
Knights
Templars Ar
Orozco, who maintains that the city of
mills
1911.
the
value
at
MARCH 18,
but an increase ln
Whenever a sore or ulcer becomes chronic or refuses to heal, it
SATURDAY.
El Paso owes him (2,3.42,000, was ar- rangements have been made by which
30 cents a ton. Gypis because of bad blood; the healing qualities of the circulation have
License Issued A mar torial
averaging
nearly
Marriage
to
con
to
the
of
Easter
court
annual
term
a
address
for
Jury
Knights riage license was issued at Las Ve
rested by the police and a charge of
sum was produced ln sixteen states been weakened by impurities or poisons in this vital fluid.
vene at Carrizozo on May 1.
Templar of Rio Hondo Commandery
Insanity docketed against, him.
and two territories besides Alaska.
gas to Virginia Valdei, aged 25, and
The blood is the great source of nourishment for all flesh tissues.
at
be
Farm
house
on
The
wid
Residence
Burns
Easter
Roswell,
Sneak
given
the Mean
Oh,
Thingsl
Florenclo Armljo, aged 24. Both are Of
The largest production was reported As it constantly circulates throughout the system it carries the necessary
of
E,
J.
east
T,
afternoon
Dr.
Quay
Grady,
cream
by
McQueen
Trapp'8
the
ice
thieves carried away
Gray, residents of Las Vegas.
from New York.
Michigan and Iowa nutrient nronerties to everv oortion of the body. It is because of this
and the other delectable which were President of the University of New Freeland Pleads Guilty In Oklahoma county, caught fire from an unknown
wind Saturday occupied second and third places, The continual replenishment that the flesh remains firm and healthy and
cause,
the
high
during
to have been served at a St. Patrick's Mexico at Albuquerque. The address
'Deputy Sheriff and Jailer Young,
was completely destroyed. Trapp number" ot mills reporting production free from disease.
Since the blood exercises such an important and
day sociable at the Methodist church will be given at the Masonic Temple. of Roswell, received a letter from the and
had gote to Hpllene and knew noth ln 1909 was 91; the number reporting necessary function we can easily understand why impurities or poisons
Race Horse Man In Jail Richard sheriff at
at Las Vegas.
Frederick, Okla., stating that
in
was
1908
88.
ot
the fire, when on nearlng home
in this vital fluid so often infect and disease the flesh at some particular
Horses From Mexico Nine horses W. De Neff, better known as "Pacing Will Freeland, who Is wanted at Ros ing
ni a younger son met mm ana iota oi
tariff bill of spot, and by continually discharging impurities into it cause the forma
The Payne-Aldrlc- h
and 4 mules were imported to the Uni- Dick," a well known race horse man. well for
haB been cap
most
loss.
his
of
their
had
1909 reduced the import duties from tion ot old sores or chronic ulcers.
They
.
ted States at Columbus, Luna county, and A. 3. Crumpton, formerly chief tured there and has pleaded guilty to
household gonads ln a dug-ou- t
nearby, 50 cents to 30 cents a ton on crude
F. E, Sum
bverv svmntom or an old sore suesests diseased blood, ine
by James Jackson of the Mormon clerk for Superintendent
charge of horse stealing at that saving them.
a inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fact that external
gypsum and from $2.25 to $1.75
settlement In Mexico.
They will be mers, of the Rio Grande division of place.
Freeland was indicted here
Accidental Poisoning Charles Car ton on ground or calcined gypsum. applications never have any curative effect on these places, show that
the Santa Fe, are In the county Jail at with Vollle C. Musgrave but was not
shipped to Sacramento, Calif.
5
ofmonths
and
19
The Increase In total value
years,
gypsum deep down in the circulation there is a morbid cause that prevents the
. Las Vegas Is Eliminating Its Red Albuquerque, De Neff charged with ut captured.
It was alleged
that he on, aged
died at the home of his parents and gypsum products Imported Into
But more convincing proof that bad blood is
Light District Quiteria Mlera and tering a . forged railroad pass and gave a bill ot sale for stolen horses days,
place from healing.
Silver
Mr.
Car
cause
at
of
The
City.
the United States ln 1909 over the responsible for old sores is furnished by the fact that even removing
Rita Silva were arrested at Las Ve Crumpton accused on forging the trans- to Musgrave under the name ot Frank
son's
accidental
was
death
poisoning,
in
of
1908 was less
the Import
value
ga on the charge of conducting
Stokes, at Elgin, N. M
ot the ulcer
portation.
he having taken bichloride of mer than 20 per cent; the Increase in do- every visible trace
house of ill repute. The city authoriSoda Water Hastens a Man's Death
City Makes Them Come to Tim- e- cury tablets,
by surgical operation, does not
calo mestic
them
for
of
mistaking
such
CURED MAN AND WIFE.
the
was
all
are
31 per cent.
ties
place
ridding
production
have
THEY ALWAYS RETURN.
cure.
Manuel Plneida, aged 53 years, an Carelessness and
Xt ffives me pleasure to relate my
mel, the two tablets being of similar
' houses.
The statistics ot the production of
old timer in Roswell and (or many caused the arrest of four drivers of size and color
blood
the
by
Only
cleansing
and being contained
with 8.8. S. Both my
Cleaning Out Reservoir The Agua
at plasterer's helper In Roswell, delivery wagons within the past 24 ln similar bottles. The unfortunate gypsum in 1909 were collected by the of the poisonous cause can an experience
wife and myself have cause to bePura Company at Las Vegas has a years
United States Geological Survey in co
Each of the drivers was re
of his parents In hours.
died
the
home
at
the
lieve
It
a.
oid
be
b.
sore
man was working at Mogollon
greatest of all blood purcured,
a- - fine in the court of young
large force of men at work cleaning Chihuahua
with the Bureau of the
ifiers. I at one time had an old sore
addition. He took sick quired to pay
heals them by going down nto
at the time and was hastened to Si- operation and
out reservoirs. An old adobe house
rePolice Judge J. D. Murray. In many
of
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nose
whioh caused me a
the compilation
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my
that stood near the dam has been last week with grip and fever and last parts of the city the drivers have a lver City ln an auto, where he receiv piles to the numerous and detailed the circulation and removing the
deal of uneasiness, being- afraid it
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medical
better
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but
Sunday
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blood.
When
the
get
cause
from
enough
treatment,
poison
up habit of driving across the sidewalks
torn down and the water now standi
was malisnant. My wife also bad
and buy 60 cents worth of soda water.
had been ln his system too long to inquiries contained in the general cen this has been done there is no
an Vffly old nloer on hor faco
on the site.
in order to make short cuts while
sus schedule has delayed the publica
of
He
was
the
at
admit
drank
entire
elimination.
whioh gave her considerable worry. I
Deceased
one
purchase
left any inflammatory
Jailbird Clemente
Guard Is Now
or their rounds. This 1b against city
longer
tar
tion
of
the statistics
We knew of no oause for these old I
beyond the
magnificent specimen of manhood,
to
matter
infectious
or
Rico, who at one time was guard over time and the overdrinking made him ordinances. It is an annoyance to prop
impurity
ores ao oonolnded they worn due to-time
at
which the Geological Survey
6 feet
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and
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not
time
weighing
being
pounds
again
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on
the rock pile at
the prisoners
irritate the place, and nature
erty owners and damages the side
bad blood. We both used 8. S. S. and i
Inches ln height He is survived by usually presentsthem to the public,
recover.
Roswell
Record.
Daily
20
a
sen
now
walks where they
are crossed conserving
Paso, is
it cured us Bound and well. u?hiig
days'
The gypsum industry ln 1909," by causes the natural and permahls parents, one brother and six sis
was some years ag-- but neither of v. i.I
tence on a charge of carrying a revol- . County Officials Run Amuck in Sal? tinually by tha wagons and horses.
E. F. Burchard, an advanced chapter nent healing of the ulcer. When
ters.
have over had any etrne off, roturn I
oon
R. Craig at AlbuJudge
George
Las
in
ver.
Rico is engaged
blood
S.
has
moping up
Vegas Optic.
S.
the
S.
of
the sore. T cheerfully renommend i
purified
United
States Geological Sur
Stabbed Near the Heart Saturday of the
querque fined Sheriff Geronimo San-che- i
S.S. 8. as a cure for Old Sorcu.
the floors.
to the Insurrection That
and the place is once more nourNothing
annual
"Mineral
volume
Re
n
G. W. LOGAN, Taylor, Toxes.
and Deputy Sheriff Bernardo
Gon vey's
Jesus
Morales
and
Camllo
night
Melrose Raises Railroad
Bonds
the Mexican revolution will never reished wilh pure, rich blood, then
zales had a dispute at Lordsburg, sources," can be obtained free by ap
of Socorro county, fifteen dollars
The little town of Melrose Curry counsult in anything more serious than
and
disannears.
everv
svmntom
to
of
the
director the Survey at
plying
ty, has raised the required bonus of each and costs, It being alleged that guerilla warfare and that the govern- Grant county, and to show that he was Washington.
it is not a surface cure, but the place is firmly and solidly healed from
in the right Camllo ran his knife into
$10,000 and has deposited it in bank they attempted to work over one Leo ment will be able to put It down withthe bottom to the outer skin. S. S. S. is recognized as the greatest of
8.
U,
Geological 8urvey.
Bonaguidi, bartender at the Arcade in a short time, is the belief of Don Jesus near the heart. The doctor says
to secure the Tucumcari-Melrose-SaIt is
Most of the appropriations for the all blood purifiers, and therein lies its ability to cure old sores.
will recover, and Justice of the
Jesus
The officers
Antonio Railroad, which Is being plan- saloon at Albuquerque.
its fine tonic
Romero, who' has Just return
were
Peace McGrath sent Camilo to the work of the United States Geological purely vegetable, containing no mineral in ny form, and
from Socorro Benlgno
ned.
ed from a business visit to the repubthe impure systemic effects of
county Jail to await the action of the Survey are Included ln the great Gov effects are always helpful in overcoming
Clovis Catholics to Build a Church with prisoners and wandered into the lic on the South.
Mr. Romero says
record of S. S. S., and what
grand Jury. He" will probably have to ernment supply bill known as "An act an old sore. Forty years of cures is the
They engaged in Borne dis- the insurrectOB are nto well
The Catholics of Clovis and vicinity Arcade.
drilled,
. for
sundry it has doneln thousands of cases we feel perfectly safe in saying it wiil
are planning to build a new church. pute with Bonaguidi and the police are poorly armed and would not prove await the action of the next one, as making appropriations
civil expenses of the Government,"
do in your case if you are afflicted with an old sore.
The plans and specifications are now were called to put a stop to the scrap efficient ln the face of trained troops. Jesus was not able to attend the ses
popularly called the ''sundry , civil
We have a special treatise on Old Sores which we will be glad to
held at this term of coure.
sion
in the hands of the architect.
The which followed.
He says the reports of unrest and disbill." The bill for the fiscal year clossend free to all who desire it. It contains the statements of many witMiller Inspect Camln? Real Work
With
of
Horses
Charged
contract will be let in a few daya and
Larceny
satisfaction in Mexico are not foundnesses as to the efficacy of S. S. S., some of whom you may know.
work will begin on the building May Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller in- ed ln facts. Interests of Americans In the case of Henry Haley and W. ing June 30, 1912, contains appropriaMcCash, charged with the larceny of tions for Survey work amounting to We will also be glad to send free any special medical advice you desire.
spected the wi:rk being done on the and
!
other people, not citizens of Mexi- two head of horses ln
Camino Real nar Las Ciuces.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
He
March, 1906 $1,205,520. The principal items are as
Suit for Divorce Filed Suit for di was
,
met there by Engineer C. H. Meal co, are being guarded by the govern- from Telesforo Casaus, the Jury after follows
,,
vorce was filed at Las Vegas by W. H.
ment" Lsb Vegas Optic,
out
,
iB ln charge otthe road construct-groun- d
.
,
hours
failed
to
being
$360,000
twenty
agree Topographic surveyB
Crum against Hattie O. Crum, on thej"10
Division Foreman Quits After sev- and were discharged by Judge Rob Geologic surveys
At present there are two gangs
DAY IN
to return to the cemetery. His ac300,000 CLEAN-U- P
,
.
that she left his home inionot efficient service,
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the
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the
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Mineral
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ALBUQUERQUE ON APRIL 8. tions attracted the attention of the
worVom Anthony north, clearing
Union county for. Rich Hill, Missouri.
Stewart has resigned as division In the year of 1906.' Hale snd Me.
United States
75,000
police, who believed that he content
and refused to return. The Cruras away mesquite and other brush from
drove a 'herd ot horses from Chemical
and physical re
Clvlo Improvement 8ociety of Duke plaed suicide at the grave of his wife
were married in 1908 and . came to the rtEht of way, as the stretch of foreman for the Santa Fe railway at Cash,
Mexico fq Colorado, many of
and he was placed under arrest. Ac40,000
searches...,
highway from 12 miles north of the Las Vegas and has taken a position New
New Mexico in 1909.
City Held an Important Session
them being of T their own brand, Geological
cording to the Information gathered
This Afternoon.
Maps of the United
Accused of Smuggling Juan Sala-zar- , state line does not follow an old road, with the El Paso Foundry and Machin-tne bunch, however, were
States
by the officers, Grondman slept on
110,000
who was arrested some time ago but Is being built on raw land. An ery company. He will leave in a short Among
21.
March
N.
M.,
Albuquerque
head
belonging to Telesfor Ca Gaging streams, etc
eight
150,000 There will be an Important meeting of the grave ot his wife last night When
at El Paso, charged with having a other force of men is at work Just time for El Paso to begin his new saus.
McCash
to
claimed
Haley and
work.
...
national forests ... 75,000 the Civic Improvement Society of Al taken to the police headquarters, the
smuggled horse in his possession, was outh of Dona Ana, and two more
have bought the horses but did not Surveying
Seven Indictments The grand Jury
The bill also appropriates $160,000 buquerque at 4 O'clock this afternoon revolver he had purchased and the
"e put on witnin tne nex
given a hearing befor United States 8""s
bill
a
same
of
sale
for
the
at Portales Roosevelt county, this produce
for printing and binding Survey re at the Central school at which all wreath of flowers were taken from the
Commissioner George B. Oliver. He tflree or four days.
and the sheriff of Union county, who
man and he was detained for further
Ri Grande Bridge In Danger The week returned one indictmen for murwas bound over to the Federal Grand
had followed them to Springfield, Co ports, to be expended by. the Public members and citizens generally are In- investigation.
It is believed that
Rio
Grande
ceased
three
indictments
for
der,
has
and
Printer.
,
fixed
i
bond
and
was
For
at 1200.
felony
rising.
vited to be present.
Jury
lorado, took the horses and returned.
grief over the death of his wife six
several days and nights quite a num- three Indictments for misdemeanors. them to the owner ln Union
Iu addition to these amounts the
Sena Turns Land Over to Baca
"We shall discuss the matter of ask- months or more
county.
ago has unbalanced
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena went Der of men were employed guarding
Signed Pass While Drunk A. S. Haley and McCash are prominent sum of $100,000 for surveys ln Alaska ing the mayor to proclaim a clean-u- p
his reason.
is fifty-si- x
Grondman
yesterday to Rociada where he put 'he temporary bridge across the river Crumpton, a former trusted Santa Fe stock raisers in Union county, and was included in the urgent deficiency day, as they have done in Roswell and years old and has been a resident of
iu luc puBBcmsiuu ui juse uuca a iraci ircai lue uttiu Hue ui fiiepnani ouiie employe, pleaded guilty at Albuquer the case attracted considerable
December
and
act,
approved
23, 1910,
atother cities," said Dr. Taylor Good- this city twenty-si- x
years.
of land known as Canada Ancha. Up and also the boats and equipment que
the sum ot $37,400 for rents was - ap man, president of the Bociety yesteryesterday to forging a railroad tention. Clayton Citizen.
on a Judgment of the court the land used In connection with the diamond
a
total
of
Will
W.
proprlated
Zunl Mountains
making
pass and was held ln $500 ball. It Is
grand
day. "The suggestion has met with
was declared the property of Baca. drill investigations.
One night 25 understood, that while drunk. Crump R. Mattoon, of the forestry service about one and a halt million dollars. general approval here and there is no MINERS QUIT BECAU8E
It formerly belonged to Martin Tru- - men were required to
BOARD IS POOR.
keep the bridge ton signed a pass torn from a book ot has gone to the Zunl mountains, where
doubt that a general spring clean-u- p
Jillo. Las Vegas Optic.
EAD-Oclear of the debris floating in the river. blank passes he
COLLISION ON
Trinidad, Colo., March 22. Twenty-fou- r
in Albuquerque Is badly needed. Satand a horse rac he will assist Ihe rangers in
had,
Will Make Trip to Cliff Dwellings
The floor plaqks were removed from ing man named Richard W. deNeff ing that section. Mattoon took out
80UTHERN PACIFIC. urday, April 8, has been
miners, employed ln J. P. Morsuggested as
"Money that ordinarily would go for the bridge so that the loss would not used it and was arrested under the with him some 1750 young yellow pine
the date for Clean-u- p
Day and, gan's coal mine at Wootton on the
licorice, Ice cream and
suck- be so great If the bridge was wrecked. federal statute.
Tucson, Ariz., March 22. There the meeting tomorrow will take some Colorado and New Mexico line, have
trees, two years old, which will be was
a head-ocollision ot a south definite action in the matter."
ers, is being diverted from the well Travelers had
cross the river on the
quit work, declaring the food served
In connection
,
D. L. Gilbert, a planted ln that reserve.
at
Clovis
Wedding
bound passenger and mixed train on
grooved channel to the candy shop by ferry.
at the company boarding house Is unwith
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will
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Curry county attorney and a Demo
the members of the Las Vegas patrol ' Runaway Caused By
the
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Pacific at Calabasas WET TO WIFE'8 GRAVE
and Insufficient.
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satisfactory
Motorcycl
crat who claims the distinction of sow several acres to seeds of the pine
of the Boy Scouts of America.
Junction, ten miles north of Nogalcs,
The Mrs. James M. Ross, who resides on
WITH REVOLVER AND WREATH. men say they pay $1 a day for their
never "scratched" a ticket. tree. After this work Is completed he last
having
Scouts are saving up their money for
The
mall
clerk
con
and
night.
board and do not receive enough "to
Whiskey creek, about four miles east
will go to Sawyer, where he will plant
San Antonio, Texas, March 21.
the trip to Santa Fe county and the of Silver City, was nainfnllv Inlnwri and Ida A. Simmons were married at
ductor were injured, but neither serl
Clovis this week.
After spending the night at his wife's keep a bird alive." Others are threatwill return 3,500 young pine trees and also sow
They
cliff dwellings, wmtn win De mane j in
and
was
traffic
blocked
until
ously,
a runaway accident Sunday after-- in a few weeks to
grave In the cemetery near this city, ening to leave the camp. The Morgan
Grady, and will several acreB to seeds. The work1 will today. No passengers were hurt.
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Albert Orondman, a carpenter, came mine is under the general managebe done as rapidly as possible.
,
mail uaiueu later make their home In Clovis.
Not
DUl
to this city and purchased a revolver ment of Colonel J. A. Owenby, former- aaMendoza, who was driving for her,
r
alone will the forestry service
w.V.h;.-- ; "
MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1911
on her
t surer city to
and a wreath of flowers and started iy ot Boulder,
Extension for Water Users The est the denuded districts, but they will
.uo .w VAllOIDt, UI UUl !::l8he
leU see her
daugher, Mrs. JJH. Kelly, who Pecos Water Users' Association has also
the ranges for the
members, while in June it is likely as was
expecting to leave on the evening had the time for making
many as thirty will go. Scoutmaster
payments stock. Large quantities of grass seeds
THE COLORADO NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
While yet about two miles under the Carlsbad
George FItzsimmons has made all the train.
extended are sown in the mountains where the
project
of Denver, Colorado.
t "
range has been abused and destroyed
plans for the trip. The trip will cost out of Silver City they met a motor- to December 1, 1911.
of Financial Condition on December 31, 1910. '
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"
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to
the
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grass
begins
Jewelry Store Robbed The Jewelry
Total admitted assets ..i
w
$902,064.86
the team became store
of $12 and they are
of J. R. Humphrey at Carrizozo grow the restrictions will be enforced
denying them- direction, whereupon
M Liabilities, exclusive of Capital Stock ,.. ,
.$713,424.44auives many pleasures In order
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